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P

W. ROYER, M. ]>.,

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office a t his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

W. WALTERS,

Contractor and Builder,
TRA PPE, PA.
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.

j y j Y. WEBER, 91.

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURQ, Pa. Office H o n rs: U ntil 9
a. in.; 7 to 9 p. m.

g

DHABI» DAVID,
Fainter and

E

Paper-H anger,
CO LLEO EV ILLE, PA. W Samples of^paper
always on hand.

A . K I U S E X , M.

H om eopathic Physician,
OO LLEG EV ILLE, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9
a. m.; 6 to 8 p, m.

g

B. HORNING, M. I».,

•yyr ll. MERKEL,

Practical Barber,
(Successor to J . F. Illick), CO LLEO EV ILLE,
PA. Having worked In some of the leading
shops of New York, Philadelphia and Europe, I
feel confident th a t I can please the most par
ticular in my line of business, d iv e me a trial
and be convinced.
3au3m

Practising Physician,

P. SPARE,

EVANS BURG, Pa.
Telephone In office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

s .

J J R . B. F. PEACE,

IRON BRIDGE, PA.
Contracts taken for the construction of all
kinds of buildings. Estimates cheerfully furn
ished.
6aply.

Dentist,
'c o r .

m a in a n d

De k a l b

Contractor and Builder,

streets

H. HAMER, M. D.,

n o r r is t o w n ; p a .

Rooms 303 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 76.
Take Elevator.

^ h e a p and Reliable Dentistry.

Dr, N,S, Homan,
209 SW EDE ST.t NORRISTOW N, PA.
In active practice 20 years. The only place
where Pure Laughing d a s is made a specialty
for the P ainless extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful
Artificial Teeth inserted. Charges Reasonable.
English or d erm an Language spoken.

CORNISH,
D K. S. *I).DENTIST,
C O LLEO EV ILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship duaranteed*; d a s
administered.
Prices Reasonable.

R. FRANK BRANDRETH,

D•

H om eopathic Physician,
C O LLEO EV ILLE, PA. Office Hours : Until
10 a. in., from 8 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.

pi
*

S, KOONS,
SCH W ENK SVILLE, PA.,

Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, d re y
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tracted a t lowest prices. .
lloct

R .

P. BALDWIN,

Real Estate Agent,
COJLLEdEVILLE, PA. Hundreds of oppor
tunities for buyers to secure fine farms, excel
lent business stands, private residences in the
North,find first-class properties in the Sunny
South, Upon reasonable terms. No m atter what
you may desire in the line of real estate, we
have or will secure ju st what you want. Loans
negotiated.
12jy.

(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman.)

DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

P

EXTRACTING,
PAINLESS
25 CENTS.
Oar Latest Improved Metkod.

Best Teeth, $5.0 0
Gold Crowns, 5.00

G. HOBSON,

A ttorney-at- Law,
NORRISTOW N

High Grade Work Only at
Reasonable Prices.

CO LLEO EV ILLE.

and

All legal business attended to promptly. Firstclass Stook Fire Insurance Companies repre
sented. A t home, Collegevllle, every evening.

pD W A R D E. LONG,

TEETH WITHOUT P L A T E S.
ESTIMATES FREE.
CLEANING TEETH, 50c.

Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
and N otary P ublic. Settlem ent of Estates a
Specialty. Practices In Bankruptcy Courts.
Office : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
opp.Court House. R esid en ce : North Corner
Marshall & Stanbridge Streets, NO RRIS
TOWN. PA.

Q E O . W. ZI9I9IEK9IAN,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
826 SW EDE STREET, rooms « and 7, Fornanco
Building, NORRISTOW N, FA.
A t Residence, OoUegeville, every evening.

AVNE R. LONGSTRETTII,

M

A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,

And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oroser Buildlog, 1420 Chestnut St., Bhila., Fa.
Long Distance Telephone. H oubo N o. 6928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

1KORGE N. CORSON,

Gr

A ttorney-at-L aw ,

NO. 48 EAST AIRY STREET, CORNER OF
De KALB, in front of Veranda House and City
Hall, NORRISTOW N, PA.
Can be consulted in derm an and English.

28 W. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.

EiF* Open Evenings and Sundays.

44

Necessity is the
tt
Mother o f Invention.
It w as the necessity for an
honest, reliable blood purifier
and tonic that brought into
existence Hood*s Sarsapa
rilla, It is a highly concen
trated extract prepared by a
combination, proportion and
process peculiar to itself and
giving to Hood's Sarsaparilla
unequalled curative power.
Ms vxm d erfu l record o f cores has m ade
it Am erica’s G reatest Medicine.
Rosy Cheeks — 44 I ha ve good
health and rosy cheeks, thanks to Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.
M builds m e op and
sa ves doctor bids. 44 M ary A . Burke,
E ast Clair S t., Indianapolis, Mid.

JOilIV T. WAGNER,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
15 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
All legal business attended to with promptess and accuracy. Consultations in English or
terman.
Can be seen eveAings a t Ironbridge.
Sjan.

Hood’s Pills cure liver ills; the non-irritating and
only cathartic to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla»

SUNDERED.
9K. ZIMMERMAN,

J

Justice o f the P eace,
CO LLEO EV ILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
.Deeds, Ac., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi
ness generally attended to. The clerking of
s%les a specialty.

J

OHN S. H UNSICHER,

Justice o f th e P ea ce,
RAHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t
tended to. Charges reasonable.

B.

W. HEIKEL,

Justice of th e P e a c ^
TRAPPE, PA.
jnveyancer and deneral Business Agent,
al Papers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn.
1ms collected. Sales clerked. Moderate
rges.
20jan.

F, f . Sdieuren’s
13495671
Collegeville, Pa.
Second door above
railroad.
Finest grades of
igars and tobacco
always on band.

JOHN II. CASSELBERRY,

Surveyor & C onveyancer.
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
dence : Evansburg, Pa18oc. *
tyobert o ehlert,

Carriage Builder.
New and Second-hand Wagons constantly on
hand. Repainting and Ropalriugdone in ail its
branches. Rubber Tire p u t on.
ROYERSFORD. PA.

QUN1)AY PAPERS,

r Different Philadelphia papers delivered
hose wishing to purchase In Collegeville and
T iappe every Sunday morning.
HEN RY YOST. News Age it,
OoUegeville, Pa.

O love, since you and I must walk apart.
Spare me one little corner of your heart—
A shrine
That shall be wholly mine!
Others may claim, and rightfully, the rest.
If there 1 know I mcu not dispossessed,
All bliss
I, eager, shall not miss.
And if so be you-sometimes offer there,
Though but in thought, the fragment of a prayer,
•No more
Can I, alas, implore 1
But that is much, and shall, forsooth, avail
To make my footsteps falter not nor fail,
Though far
Our pathways sundered are.
Then, love, since you and I must walk apart,
Spare me one little corner of your heart—
A shrine
That shall be wholly mine!
—Clinton Scollard in Harper’s Bazar.

> THE MATTER OF A KISS. \
v It Prevented One Wedding and
Brought About Another.

“Sir,” said General Green, “yQU for
get yourself, in my opinion,”-',';
Admiral Brown bowed, 4 “IjMflyfi^iiged to you for your op^j^A.^^^paid,
with a merry twinkle in
“I
do endeavor, to the best of my poor
ability, to be unselfiih. Now, in your
branch of the services”—
“I wish you good day, sir,” exclaimed
the general, with fresh flame about the
eyes, as he snatched up the hat be be
lieved to be his.
“The same to you, and a healthful
constitutional into the bargain,” said
the admiral in his most urbane man
ner.
“It will be none the less healthful,
as you call it, and none the less pleas
urable either, that I take it alone, sir.”
“I agree with you. When one has
one’s rag out, as-the saying it”—
General Green stamped hard on the
Turkey carpet and immediately after
ward let loose an expressive mono
syllable.
“Quite so. When one has the gout,
one should be careful. Now, if you
will do me the iionor to take my ad
vice”—
Admiral Brown’s smile was like gun-

powder on the fire of the general's temple arrangement near the pump- the admiral. “Heart be hanged!” he
wrath, “Confound it, sir!” he cried. room. There was a woman’s statue said faintly and then, with yielding in
A waiter rushed into the smoking under a stone canopy in the temple. his gaze, “Read that, Brown.”
“Well, well, well, well!” said the ad
room, which these two had to them The woman’s name was Hygeia. The
selves.
general was still exceedingly irate, and miral when he had read the telegram;
“Beg pardon, gentlemen. Did you there were latent feelings of remorse then he looked at his son and the gen
eral’s daughter and smiled.
call?” he asked, with a look of sur in him whicli increased his anger.
“We’re well qujt of him, sir!” ex
prise. The attitude of the two old
‘What the mischief has that to do
friends was for once not at all friendly. with it if we have been friends for claimed General Green suddenly.
“That may be,” said the admiral pen
“Bring some ice,” said the admiral.
five and forty years?” he Was asking
“Certainly, sir.”
himself, while he wiped his forehead sively, “but my boy’s character has to
The general limped to the door, pur with a large sulphur colored silk hand be considered now. When a young
ple as to his cheeks. Half way he kerchief. Then he turned, for Admiral man is to all intents and purposes kiss
turned and shook his right forefinger Brown had addressed him as General ed in public”—
Helena Green blushed divinely.
at Admiral Brown. “If your son,” he Green.
“Shut up, dad!” said Eric Brown.
said, “presumes to accost my daugh
‘It’s my go now,” said the admiral.
“Once for all, let’s settle it!” inter
ter in public again, I’ll horsewhip him,
I have done with you, sir!” exclaim
sir—horsewhip him on the parade or ed the general pettishly. “I wish to rupted the general sternly. “Was there
off it—and tell him' what I think of hold no further communication with anything between, you two here or
hereabout yesterday afternoon?”
him.”
you, even by letter.”
Erie Brown said not a word, but Hel
“Gad,” said the admiral as if he had
“Dare say,” said the admiral. “You
heard a very good joke, “what a capi brought an accusation against my boy ena Green spoke out like a hero.
“It was Eric’s birthday, papa,” she
tal show you’d make, the two of yon, just now. Well, you’ve got to apolo
explained, “and I—I said he might kiss
at that game! ’Pon my word, I’ll ar gize.”
range to be by with my kodak. I sup
‘I’ll see all the Brown family in Han me.”
“Yon said—do you mean that he ask
pose you know Eric is one of the cham over first, sir!”
pion lightweight boxers?”
“Unfortunately, we have no estates ed if he might”—
But the admiral intervened, with a
General Green put his hand to his there. Allow me to tell you that your
boisterous laugh that cleared the air
forehead.
daughter is a”—
“Come, oid chap,” murmured the ad
‘A what, sir? Out with it. After like a thunderstorm.
“My dear Green,” he said afterward,
miral, moving on his part toward the that you’ll say I’m one, I suppose.
door, “let’s be sensible. At our time of There’s Sir Titus also. Perhaps he’s “that settles everything. Fate’s strong
life”—
one as well. Robert Brown, I’d never er than a couple of old bulks like you
Down dropped the general’s hand. have thought you, of all men, would and me. And, by Harry, I’m not sorry!
He was an excellently preserved old have gone out of your way to call me There’s no one’s daughter I’d sooner
see Eric married to.' He’s not a pau
soldier, barring his gout, which was in a liar.”
termittent. He dyed his hair, wore a
‘No, nor I. But I’ve come here ex per either; gets all his poor mother’s
corset, drank brandies and sodas and pressly to tell you you’re something money, you know.”
The general was beaten completely.
rode a bicycle.
else. You’re a silly old fool. Bill Green; His
astonished eyes wandered from
“I—i ’l| give him a week to apolo that’s what you are!”
to another of the three. But the
gize,” he said tensely, “and if in that
“A silly old fool! Old fool! Thank one
time I get no apology 1*11 give him his you! And now perhaps once more you mention of Eric Brown’s pecuniary cir
recalled him to himself.
lesson.”
will give me the great advantage of cumstances
“She’s in the same case,” he mur
“I’ll tell him what you say. Any your absence.”
nodding at Helena. “My wife’s
thing more to give him?”
“By no means. Where is the minx?” mured,
property was entailed, you know.”
“No, sir!” , roared General Green.
“Minx, sir?”
At these words Admiral Brown stoop“Ourv-our friendship’s at an e n d “That daughter of yours. She’s not
blasted by that iniquitous young pup fit to pick up my Eric’s tennis balls for id and linked his arm into that of his
py! And I’m glad of it, sir—glad from him. How dared she do such a thing? friend. “Come along, old chap. We’ll
leave them together,” he said.
my heart.” •
You’ve got hold of the wrong end of Just
“The titled nincompoop!” muttered
“Wish I could say the same, old the stick, my friend, and, by Harry,
general, yielding to the admiral’s
chap.”
I’ll warm you up before I’ve done with the
movement.
The general seemed to relent, but you!”
“Aye, he’s all that!” said the admi
only for a moment. “There, sir,” he
General Green sat down on one of
said, “I’ve given you my last words. the temple steps, “The Lord give me ral; then, turning to the girl, “Fie, fie,
my dear, but you’ve made us all hap
Good day!” He turned to the door and patience!” he whispered.
py!”
smote the carpet with his stick.
“Precisely. You’ll want all the stock
“Come, Brown,” exclaimed General
Admiral Brown’s mouth twitched you can get anyhow. Who told you
mirthfully. “Well,” he said calmly, my boy .had kissed your enchanting Green impatiently, “I’m quite ready
for a totter, and, if you feel in the .hu
“you’ve given me a good deal in the daughter—who, sir?”
mor, I—I’ll challenge you to a game of
course of the last 15 minutes. Suppose
“Who, sir? The best witness in the piquet this very minute!”—Chambers’
now yon give me my hat.”
world—Sir Titus Beach, the gentleman Journal.
The general started as if he had been who is about to become my son-in-law.
pricked and glanced at the hat in his I want no more credible witness, sir.”
T h e Q rlro e o f S n e e z in g ,
hand.
In the time of that bluff sailor king
“Poor devil!” exclaimed the admiral.
Just then the waiter appeared with “He has my sincerest sympathy. And William tV the then Duke of Norfolk
the ice.
yet no. On consideration, he’s well was referred to as “something of a
“Take that hat to the gentleman yon quit of her. The young woman who boor” and only for sneezing violently
der,” said the general.
would deliberately sacrifice her own at a state banquet when the king was
The waiter seemed more perplexed character and compromise that of one present.
than before. He said, “Certainly, gen young man in order to Insult her fiance
Sir F. Hastings Doyle in his auto
eral,” yet stared.
biography relates how, even in the
can be no great catch for any one.”
The admiral took his hat, smiled
The general’s hands began to shake; fifties, Lord Halifax was walking with
with the utmost sweetness, considering also his head. There was a lackluster Lord Dundas when the latter suddenly
what a bronzCd and wrinkled old fel look in his eyes as he fastened them began to make hideous faces to such a
low, he was, and observed: “The ice is upon Admiral Brown, and his breath- degree that Lord Halifax became seri
not for me. General Green is rather itag was very rapid.
ously alarmed and gasped out, “Shall
warm. Take it to him.”
“Well, what does he say, this fellow, I run for the doctor?” Lord Dundas
But the general hurried from the Beach? What’s he going to do?” pro gave a peremptory “No” as far as he
room, with growls that would have ceeded the admiral.
, ......
was able. When he had recovered from
done credit to a small menagerie.
“Do, sir? He says he has half a mind the paroxysm, he said: “I was only in
“All right, John,” then said Admiral not to have anything more to say to the, agonies of trying not to sneeze.
Brown. “I’ll have it and some whisky her!” The general shot out these words The
awful court etiquette in regard to
and a cigar.” He slung himself into as if they were his ultimate degrada this matter has made me really ill
the easy chair nearest the window and tion.
many a time. Nowadays I cannot
became grave. He grew more grave as
“Bravo, Beach! Green, I’m really from long habit really sneeze, but the
he watched his old friend totter down sorry for you. If you feel like your sensation that brings about sneezing
the club steps and across the road to self again and will take me on at pi simply agonizes me. And I know
the Victoria gardens, shaking his head quet tonight, as usual, I tell you what many elderly gentlemen who suffer
as if he were somewhat palsified.
I’ll do. I’ll keep It all as dark as”—
the same.”
' “Poor old Green!” he said, with real
There was a weird cracking sound.
The same rule applied and still ap
tenderness. “He’s certainly not the The general had drawn one of the plies
in some cases .In an even greater
man he was a year ago.” He was' still deepest breaths in his experience.
degree
on the continent. The late czar
musing, not altogether gayly—for he,
“My dear fellow, what has happened
Russia once hazarded the opinion
too, was in the sixties—when the door to you? Was it a rib?” asked the ad of
that a certain distinguished English
opened and a handsome young fellow miral, with real concern.
man was “much wanting in polish and
entered.
The general winked fast and looked good manners” because he, poor man,
“Thought'I’d find you here,” he'be very angry Indeed. Never yet had his sneezed at a Russian court reception.
gan, but he broke off with a “Hello! corset thus betrayed him. But dis Even the late Napoleon III, free and
traction was in sight in the shape of easy as was his court in certain mat
What’s the matter?”
Admiral Brown had jumped to his his daughter. The girl was coming ters, looked upon sneezing in his pres
feet, and there was neither sweetness along the pine walk, with her pug dog ence as a great liberty.—London An
nor light in his eyes now. He faced held by a string. She looked as grace swers.
his son with squared chest and clinch ful as the Lady Hygeia herself, and
T h e G u id e H a d H is W a y .
her pale pink dress was quite as be
ed -hands.
A. Phelps Whitmarsh gives in The
“Now, then, sir,” he cried. “I’ve a coming as the statue’s somewhat in
Outlook an experience with Filipino
tough bone to pick with you. What complete attire.
“There she is! Now we’ll get at the guides and the sequel to attempting to
the dickens do you mean by kissing
Helen Green in a public place? Do truth!” said the general—“that is,” he have one’s way with them, especially
you know what you’ve done, sir? added pompously, “my statements will when that way involves an expendi
receive the corroboration which I, for ture of energy. The travelers were de
You’ve”—
termined to ascend a certain mountain.
But Eric Brown’s face arrested the one, do not require.”
As we climbed higher and higher the
The
admiral
hastily
took
snuff.
“She’s
further flow of his father’s rhetoric.
fellow who was leading us grew
It was grinning in the coolest imagina a neat little craft, Green,” he murmur old
ble manner, i Not a paiAiele of shame ed, “but I’m afraid she doesn’t steer uncertain about the trail. At last he
halted and spoke to another guide in
on it, either. “Why, hang it all, dad,” true. However”—
their
own tongue. “Señores,” inter
The
two
veterans
stumped
toward
he said blandly, “she asked me to,”
preted
Simeon, “there- is no water high
Helena,
whose
face
lit
up
with
smiles.
“Asked you to?”
up on the mountain.”
“Point blank. You know what a They did not see Master Eric in their erThis
evidently a ruse to prevent
jolly girl she is, and I confess I’m aw background. The smiles were largely us fromwas
going any farther. So we told
for
him,
though
her
greeting
of
the
ad
fully”—
him we did not want any water and
“I know nothing about her except miral was warm enough to astonish ordered him to go on.
old man.
what I see of her. But you must be that
“Señores,” he said a little later, “the
“I—I’ll beg to be excused, Miss
out of your mind.”
carriers are exhausted. They cannot
GreepI”
said
Admiral
Brown.
“Your
“I thought she was—at first,” said father”—
travel any more today.”
Eric, still smiling.
“Tell the carriers that unless they
desires a plain answer to
“Tell me the circumstances. Was an‘.‘Merely
insulting question, my dear,” put In follow us we shall go on without them
she drunk, and were you too?”
and pay them nothing.”
general testily.
“Neither of us, I’ll swear. Helena the
• “Señores, the path is lost.”
“Papa!”
exclaimed
the
girl.
But
her
drunk! My hat, dad! You’re pretty astonishment was lost upon the gener
“Well, let the guide find it again.”
rude.”
“He cannot, señor. He does not know
al, for Eric Brown was now at hand
“The circumstances, sir?” cried the with a telegram.
the mountain above this. He expected
admiral, as if he were again on the
“I thought I’d bring it on,” he said, to find a Negrito to show the way.”
Audacity, yelling to a subordinate in a “My father said you were "here. It
“Go on, anyway.”
storm.
“But where, señor?”
came the moment you left, dad.”
“The circumstances? Oh, we were
“Up.”
The general snatched the envelope
just together by chance, you know, on from Eric, giving him a look that would
After an hour or so of progress so
one of the benches at the pumproom have been alarming if it had not been slow that we scarcely seemed to be
end of the gardens, and she was saying so grotesque. Tfie message was from moving at all we were well scratched,
how she loathed that beast Sir Titus”— Sir Titus Beach: “This to say goodby. pricked, torn and angered. Then we
“The man she’s going to marry! A Under the circumstances don’t expect gave it up. The smiling guide had
nice little baggage, hang me!”
to be in England again for a year or beaten us.
“Well, yes, sir, if you put it that two. Hope you understand. Sorry.”
H ia I n t e r e s t e d M o tiv e.
way. He showed up, white .waistcoat,
Admiral Brbwn’s face relaxed into a
There Is a young man out In Ger
strut, eyeglass, *red nose and all the comfortable smile as he viewed Helena
ugly rest of him. He was quite a hun Green. He forgot his grievance against mantown who has developed into a
chronic matchmaker. This is all the
dred paces off, you know. We’d been her.
talking commonplace till then, but she
“The impudent rascal; the lying, more remarkable because of the fact
changed her manner all at once. ‘I knockkneed little upstart!” cried the that the young woman to whom he had
been engaged jilted him and returned
want you to do me a favor,’ she said general.
suddenly. ‘I’ll do it,’ said I, as any
“Father, dear!” protested his daugh the ring—a handsome solitaire. The
average man who meets with an expe
fellow would. Then she went awfully ter.
•
red and whispered, ‘Kiss me—just
“I’ll be ‘deared’ by no one, miss,” rience like this usually poses as a
once—on'the cheek.’ There wasn’t a continued the irascible old man. “ ’Pon misanthrope and rail^ bitterly at matri
soul in sight except that brute. It my word, I’ll not be answerable for mony. It seems to have just the oppo
knocked me silly. ‘Will sou or will my senses! Here’s one fellow charg site effect upon this Germantown man,
you not?’ she went on, I’d no idea she ing you with making that young man who is noted for his parsimonious hab
its.
could be so fierce. Tt is a matter of kiss you in public, and”—
Ever since his own engagement was
life or death.’ Well, I couldn’t stand
“It Is true,' papa,” said Helena Green
that, of course, and so—I—did it.”
in a whisper. Her cheeks were as- broken off he has been doing his best
Admiral Brown rubbed his nose tip, pink as her dress, but her mouth and to make matches among his friends.
He would tell a girl how much a ceic
“She asked you?” he murmured, as if eyes were steady.
tain young man thought of her and
bewildered. “I thought—thatis— You’re
“True! You did, did you?”
not yarning, my boy?”
“Take him to a seat, Eric,” said Ad then pour a tale Into the yonng man’s
ears about how deeply In love with him
“My word, no! Only, you know, this miral Brown quietly.
is between ourselves, did.”
The old warrior had collapsed and the girl was. These tactics he pursued
“Between ourselves? Why, certain^ was held up apparently by his daugh so frequently as to excite comment.
A short time ago his efforts resulted
ly. Bless my soul!” He seized his ter at one side and Eric Brown at the
hat. “I—I’m going to the pumproom. other. He allowed them to guide him in an announced engagement, and the
Don’t eom^ with me. Bless my soul!”
to a bench, where he breathed in heavy matchmaker lost no time in making a
proposition to the prospective Benedict.
He blessed his soul yet again when gasps.
he was on the club steps!
“Papa, dear,” lamented his daughter, Then it developed that his only Inter
est in throwing his friends of opposite
Admiral Brown came upon General “what Is it? Is it your heart?”
Green in the neighborhood of that little
The general raised his eves toward sexes at each other’s heads was that he

»

might sell the engagement ring that
had been returned to him. The story is
being whispered around and his popu
larity has waned.—Philadelphia Rec
ord.
T h e P r a c t i c a l S id e o f I t.

“There is so little money in litera
ture,” said the wife, “that I think you
would be wise to choose some other
profession. Why, the man who runs
the ice wagon makes more than you
do, the butcher goes out driving every
Sunday, the baker wears a beaver and
a linen collar, and the real estate man
has three diamonds In a white shirt,
to say nothing of the coal man, who
goes to sleep in church on a velvet pil
low every Sunday the Lord sends!”
“But, Molly, think of genius—what
am I to do with that?”
“The Lord only knows, John! But
how nice it would be if you could only
split it into kindling wood at so much a
cord, or swap it off for a barrel of flour
and a sugar cured ham!”—Atlanta Con
stitution.
I t C e r t a i n l y W o u ld .

memorizing one sentence or verse a
day from the best literature the mind
will soon have a fine treasure of beau
tiful thoughts and an enriched vocab
ulary. Dr. William Pnnshion, a great
English preacher, did this, and his fine
prose may have been largely due to his
familiar acquaintance with the best
literature.
For quotation purposes it Is neces
sary to remember verbatim, and,
though this Is the hardest task of mem
ory, It well repays the effort. Once
trained, the memory will be able to re
call the exact words of conversations,
sermons and passages in books with
out having made any conscious effort
to commit them.—St. Louis Globe-Dem
ocrat.
O n ly a n A m a te n r N ow .

“No, sir,” said the man who had been
asked for alms; “I can give you noth
ing. You are a professional beggar,
aren’t you?”
“I used to think so,” replied the oth
er as he sadly pulled two copper cents
and a collar button from his pocket,
“bu.t I have come to the conclusion that
I am only an amateur.”—Philadelphia
Record.

It happened on one of the Milwaukee
inoats, and they were standing near
one of the eight huge ventilators that
may be seen on the upper deck of any HE GOT THE SATCHEL
of the larger lake steamers.
He was holding her hand, and they
were talking for the benefit of no one A FEAT THAT CALLED FOR MORE
THAN ORDINARY COU.RAGE.
else when suddenly the hoarse fog horn
whistle blew a deafening blast.
She glanced nervously behind her T h e V e r y S u ffic ie n t R e a s o n W liy a
T r a v e lin g : M a n W a s A n x io u s t o R e 
and beheld the ventilator with Its
c o v e r H is P r e c i o u s Bag: F r o m a
yawning opening, as well as the seven
R a ilro a d W re c k .
others, standing like specters in the
moonlight.
“The worst ease of fright and about
“Wouldn’t It be awful, George,” she the best case of nerve I ever came
whispered, “If every one of these eight
should go off at the same time?”—Ex across,” said the drummer, “was a
chap who was traveling through the
change.
middle west for a firm one spring. I
him on the train and found he
AIDING THE MEMORY. met
played a good game of whist, so with
twns other men we made up a little
WAYS TO DEVELOP AND STRENGTH
game. He was my partner and was a
EN THIS FACULTY.
very silent fellow! He didn’t even
mention what his line was, which is
S im p le D e v ic e s U s e d a s a n A id t o
unusual. With him he had a satchel
M e m o ry b y P u b l i c S p e a k e r s —G o o d
of very superior make, and the way
E x e r c i s e r b y W b ic b F a u l t y R e c o l
he kept his eye on that all the time,
l e c t i o n M a y B e C o r r e c te d .
sneaking little nervous peeks at it
Many people complain of having a every two minutes, led me to suspect
poor memory, and yet that faculty can that he was a jewelry man and had a
be developed as easily as can the bi big lot of valuable stones in the grip,
ceps muscle. Nor is It necessary to go though I couldn’t imagine why a man
to any professor of memory or to mas should take such chances carrying such
ter any elaborate system in order to ac things in a satchel.
complish this result. One does not
“Well, the railroad smash came—it
have to go to a gymnasium to strength was my latest one, by the way—just as
en one’s arm or back. Sawing wood or my partner was on his way back to
rowing a boat will do it. Similarly the game from having gone to get some
memory may be cultivated by one’s water. In all the excitement I distinct
own efforts and amid one’s ordinary ly noted the yell he let out. It was the
pursuits.
finest piece of vocal work of that kind
One man made the Sunday service I hat] ever heard. As the car sort of
of his church serve as a memory exer crumpled up he made a dive toward
cise. After the service he would en us, and I figured that he was thinking
deavor to recall the numbers of all of his satchel.
hynms sung, the chapter and verse of
“My luck was with me, and I found
the Scripture lesson, words of anthem, a way out with nothing worse than a
texts and points of sermon. This re scalp wound and a collection of bumps.
quired the paying of close attention Pretty soon he came crawling out after
and a conscious effort to impress these me. He wasn’t hurt, so far as I could
things upon his mind. By this and see, but he was whiter than a sheet. I
other equally simple means he develop gave him a swig of whisky from my
ed a memory that was absolutely at flask and told him to brace up. He
his command.
took an awful hooker and then be
Famous speakers who have memo gan to twist his fingers and kind of
rized their speeches have adopted va moan:
rious simple devices to aid them. The
“ ‘My satchel! My satchel! My
late Hon. John Bright fixed in mind satchel!’
the different points In his speeches
“ ‘Well, what’s the matter with your
by first drawing little figures or picto satchel?’ 1 said.
rial representations. If part of his
“ ‘It’s in there,’ he said, and I
speech had to do with a bridge, he thought by his tone he was going to
would make a little sketch of such a cry. ‘It’s in there where I can’t get at
structure or if with Ireland or Scot it.’
land he would sketch a small map of
“ ‘Say, you make me tired,’ I said.
the country or the district. He could ‘You ought to be mighty thankful to
remember these figures or pictures. be out yourself without worrying
When he rose to his feet, he could see about auy satchel.’
them In imagination and select them
“ ‘I’ll have to go in after it,’ said he,
one by one as he proceeded fronl point looking around kind of wild and pranc
to point in the address, not having any ing like a horse with sore feet.
note or manuscript by him at alL That
“ ‘Not on your life,’ said I. ‘Every
was the method tljat best suited him.
thing’s loose in there, and the whole
Another way of memorizing the thing may collapse at any minute, and
points of an address to be delivered, then where’d you be? Besides, the
one which the writer has frequently car’s afire down at the other end.’
used, Is by means of anagrams. It is
“ ‘My God!’ he said. ‘Afire? That
very simple. Suppose one were called settles it. I’ve got to get that satchel,
upon to deliver a Fourth of July ora then. If I die for.it,’ And he actually
tion and wished to speak mainly on tore his hair. I’d never seen it done
these three points: First, historic ori before, except on the stage, but he did
gin of the day; second, the success of It.
the experiment In government then in
“ ‘Oh, take a brace,’ 1 said, getting
augurated; third, the destiny of the re disgusted with the man. ‘I guess the
public. A very suitable anagram to re fire won’t do much damage. If Tt’s
call these points to mind would be the diamonds’—
letters U. S. A. He could set his top
“ ‘Diamonds!’ he said. ‘Man, it’s dy
ics down In this way:
namite. Enough of it to blow us all
Union proclaimed by Declaration of into the sky!’
Independence.
“ ‘Dynamite!’ I yelled. ‘What are
Success of experiment In government. you? An anarchist?’
After the present, what?
“ ‘No. I’m a dynamite agent,’ he
He does not need to take any notes said. ‘Don’t keep me here talking.
with him on the platform. He can eas I’ve got to go in. I’ve got to do It.
ily remember these letters. Remem There’s no other way. There may be
bering them, they recall his topics, and people in the wreckage, and if that
• remembering the general topic It will stuff goes off’—
itself suggest any subdivisions per
“ ‘Never mind explaining it,’ I said.
taining to it.
‘Go in, and the Lord help you.’
Certain people possess what may be
“That’s the sort of thing that takes
called the bump of location. If they nerve. I don’t believe I could have
remember a passage In a -hook, they done It. He flopped down and crawled
can tell you which side of the page it in there, and I watched and waited for
is on and what part of the page. There a week or so, as it seemed, and pretty
are students with that kind of a mem soon he came out looking, like a dead
ory who prepare their recitations by man and bringing that satchel between
taking a large sheet of paper and writ his teeth like a dog, because he needed
ing different parts of the. lesson in dif both hands to crawl with. Well, we
ferent places on the paper. They then escorted that satchel across two lots
rely on their sense of location to call to and buried it in a furrow and put a
mind whatever they may wish to re stone over It before we went back to
member.
work at the train.
Again, there are people who have a
“It happened that the fire was put
keen eye for color. They will make out before it reached the place where
their memoranda on slips of paper of the. satchel had been. Why on earth
different colors. Then simply calling the stuff didn’t explode and blow us aU
to mind a particular color will enable to flinders when the crash came is
them to remember the memorandum more than I know or the agent either.
associated with that color. Of course He said dynamite was always doing
all this is based on what is known as things and falling to do things In the
the faculty of association of Ideas.
most Inexplicable way, and that was
Some people who can remember what made- the life of a dynamite
words and phrases find difficulty in re agent one long round of excitement.
membering figures or numbers. In He never dared tell what It was he
such cases a curious expedient has had in the satchel, he said, because the
sometimes been resorted to; A phrase railroads wouldn’t carry him if they
will be devised the initial letters of knew.
which suggest the figures sought to be
“‘He went back and dug up his trav
remembered. For example, suppose eling infernal machine and walked
some one’s street number to be 182. with It to the nearest town, and that’s
The suggestive phrase might be, “1 the last I saw of him or want to see,
seek him.” The letter 1 will suggest though he certainly did have good
the figure 1, the letter S somewhat re nerve. Ever since then when I’ve se,n
sembles an 8, and the two perpendicu a man with a satchel that he seemed
lar strokes of the H suggest the Ro to think a heap of I’ve quietly moved
man numeral II. A roundabout meth into the next car.”—Milwaukee Senti
od this may be, but It has served to nel.
fasten figures In the memory of people
N ear E n o u g h .
who had previously found 'them trou
A group of men were exchanging
blesome.
But perhaps the most wholesome stories of adventure in a grocer’s store
way In the long run is simply by repe in a small western town.
“I’ve been in cartip,” said one of
tition and effort to fix the thing in the
memory directly without tricks of them; “only came down yesterday.
memory or artificial methods. By iOne morning last week I struck the

trail or a grizzly about halt a mile
above the cam1^ I followed that trail
without let up till about half past 4
that afternoon, and then I gave It np
and went back to camp.”
“What possessed you to quit after
butting in a whole day’s work?” asked
one of his listeners.
“Well, to tell the truth,” said the
(grizzly’s follower, shifting his weight
bonderously from one leg to the other,
“‘it seemed to me the trail was getting
altogether too fresh.”—Youth’s Comnanion.
_______________
T H E INDIGO PLANT.
B o w t lt e B e a u t i f u l D y e la O b ta in e d
b y I n d i a n N a tiv e s .

Indigo, the most beautiful and expen
sive of all dyes In common use, has
ever been closely related to India, as
its name implies.
From India the ancient Greeks and
Romans drew supplies of the blue dye,
and, although it was lost to Europe
during the greater part of the middle
ages, enormous quantities have been
Imported for commercial purposes dur
ing the last 100 years.
Indigo Is cultivated all over India,
giving employment to millions of na
tives and thousands of foreigners. In
three districts alone in Behar, where
some of the finest indigo is grown, Eu
ropean capital is Invested to the ex
tent of no less than $25,000,000. Some
370,000 acres are under cultivation.
There are 700 Englishmen managing
and working on the “concerns,” as the
factories and plantations are always
called, and 1,500,000 natives.
An indigo concern may occupy any-»
where between 1,000 and 10,000 acres,
each cultivated acre producing on an
average about 15 to 20 pounds of Indi
go.
The plant grows to a height of be
tween three and five feet. It is in the
leaves that the color yielding matter
chiefly resides, they being at their full
est at the time when the flower bpds
are about to bloom, but the leaf, of a
yellowish green color, gives no indica
tion of containing anything which will
yield a blue coloring matter.
^Toward the end of June, or as soon
as the monsoon has set in, the crop Is
cut, and the work of manufacturing
commences. The first manufacturing,
called “morhum mahai,” lasts general
ly to the middle of August. By this
time the stems which have been cut
have shot np again, and In September
a second crop is taken from the same
plants. Sometimes three crops are
taken In one season.
In most concerns the simple, primi
tive processes of manufacture are still
adhered to, for planters and old hands
are strong believers In the original true
blue and will have nothing to do with
newfangled ideas and chemical admix
tures.
Every day the vats In which the
plants are steeped—the first process of
manufacture—are cleaned out by coo
lies The plant Is stacked upright to al
low air to escape and is kept in posi' tion by long pieces of bamboo. Then *
water Is run into the vat, which, how
ever, is not quite filled, since the plant
expands, exerting an enormous pres
sure that might easily crack the vat’s
sides.
. The plant takes a long while to soak.
The leaves are not easily wetted. .
When the plants have been steeped
for about ten hours the color yielding
matter will have been extracted. The
liquid is now run off Into lower or
“beating” .vats, and the extracted ,
plant, or “seet,” is taken ou$, to he
subsequently employed to fertilize new
crops. The running Uquid varies in
color from bright orange to olive green.
It is necessary that it shall be kept in
a state of violent agitation.
The froth is at first blue, then white,
and soon disappears. The liquid, after
passing through various color changes,
turns from green to dai'k, rich indigo
blue. The overseer, to test whether
the beating process is sufficient, takes
a little liquid and pours it on to a plate.
If the grain, or “fecula,” readily set
tles, leaving a clear fluid, the beaters
jump from the vat or the wheel is stop
ped.
After beating the fecula is allowed
to settle for two or three hours, and
then the water is run off. The grain is
collected, passed through various
strainers, whence it flows into a well
and is elevated by a steam injector to
an iron tank. It is now boiled to pre
vent any further fermentation, and
then the hot, concentrated stuff is run
through strainers on to a filter table.
The resulting pulpy paste, not unlike
colored whipped cream, is pressed and
cut into small cakes, - each stamped
with the mark of the factory, the date
and the number of the days boiling.
The cakes are put away to dry on bam
boo shelves, being carefully dusted and
turned every few days until ready for
packing.—Pearson’s Magazine.
C o m in g D o w n W i t h a P a r a c h u t e .

“Coming down from the clouds in a
parachute is like a dream,” said a cir
cus balloon artist “Ever dream of
falling from a high place? You come
down, alight quietly and awake, and
you’re not h u rt Well, that’s the para
chute drop over again. No; there is no
danger. A parachute can be guided
readily on the down trip, but you can’t
steer a balloon. To guide a parachute
out of harm’s way a practiced hand
can tilt it one way or the other, spill
but air and thus work it to where you
want to land or to avoid water, trees,
chimneys or church spires.
“Circus ascensions are generally
made in the evening. When the sun
goes down, the wind goes down. The
balloon then shoots into the air, and
the parachute drops back on the circus
lot or not far away.
“A balloon Is made of 4 cent muslin
and weighs about 500 pounds. A para
chute is made of 8 cent muslin. The
rope that secures the parachute is cut
with a knife. The aeronaut drops
fully 100 feet before the parachute be
gins to fill. It must fill if you’re up
high enough. Invariably the fall is
head first. When the parachute be
gins to fill, the descent is less rapid,
and finally when the parachute has
flnaUy filled it bulges out with a pop.
Then the aeronaut climbs on to his tra
peze and guides the parachute to a safe
landing. In seven cases out of ten you
can land back on the lot where you
started from.”—New York News.
S a fe .

Mrs. Yon Blumer —Dear, dear, I
dropped my diamond ring off my finger
this morning, and I cannot find it any
where!
Von Blumer—It’s all right I came
across it in one of my trousers pockets.
—Harper’s Bazar.
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T H U R S D A Y , N O V E M B E R 1, 1 9 0 0 .
I f you are a voter, whatever else you may or may not do
next Tuesday, go to the polls and deposit your ballot.

P resident McKinley has issued the usual Thanksgiving Day proclamation.
McKinley, or Bryan—which ? Next Tuesday will
answer the query. I t may snow the next day !
.Candidate B ryan received tremendous ovations
Philadelphia and points in New Jersey, last week.

m

We have no prediction to make as to what the result of
the election next Tiiesday will be, other than this : The P resi
dential candidate that carries New York will be elected.
V ote for Editor Haldeman, of Harleysville, and Wm.
DeHaven, of Linfield, for the Legislature. Both are worthy
citizens and both will do their best in the performance of
their duties, if elected.
When a man wants tb believe that some other man is a
scoundrel, he usually gets there with both feet and soon finds
himself knowing all about it. Belief merges into knowledge,
as it were. That such a man should be mistaken may seem
preposterous, but he is liable to be just the same.

$700,000.by a trusted employe of the
First National Bank, of New York
City, made public this week. Said
Secretary Gage: “Our examiners
cannot be expected to discover an
old defalcation when th e. bank offi
cers themselves have not. found or
suspected it.” The general con
ception of a national bank examiner
is that he is an expert who knows
how to discover just what Mr. Gage
says he cannot be expected to disdiscover. Well, we live and learn.
Of course, Secretary Gage knows
the capacity of the examiners em
ployed by the Treasury Department
better than any mere out&ider; but
all thff same, it is a shock to be told
that they are no real check upon
dishonest employes.
An important scientific discover
has been reported to the Depart
ment of State by the U. S. Vice
Consul General at Frankfort, Ger
many. It is a method of treating
wood which makes it impervious to
water and acids, and a perfect
electrical conductor. The invent
ion or discovery was made by the
inspector of forests at Lamur
France. The wood after treatment
is as easy to shape and polish as
any ordinary hard wood.
The German charge de affaires at
Washington this week made a state
ment concerning the Anglo-German
agreement, in which he said that
the agreement involved no menace
whatever to any power concerned
in China and that there was no
foundation for reports that ther
was any further or additional feat
ures to the agreement beyond those
transmitted to the various govern
ments and made public, as that
document covered the entire trans
action. This seems to dispose of all
the talk about England and Germany
having designs which would antag
onize some of the other powers in
the settlement with China. This
government has not doubted the
good faith of either Germany or
England, •
E x tra c t F ro m G o v o rn o r S to n e ’s R e
c e n t S p e e c h a t S k ip p a c k .

Montgomery county are so ignorant and
prejudiced th a t they don’t know better.
The man who bases his political principles
and his arguments on the fact th a t the
farmers of this S tate are ignorant makes
a great mistake. They know as much
about it as we do, and they know more
about it than a great many of us*.
I have no sympathy with oleomargarine.
I have a little farm up in Tioga county,
the farm I was born and raised bn ana
where my father is buried. I own it, and
I hope to continue to own it. The only
product of th a t farm is milk and butter
and cream. I have no sympathy w ith the
man who sells me something th a t is not
w hat it pretends to be. I would not eat
oleomargarine if I knew it, and I would
not give it to anything if I knew it. I
would not give it to a kill-sheep dog or to
anybody else. • I have no sympathy for it
or no interest in it, no friend to it; never
was, and never expect to be. B ut you
can’t do impossibilities. You can’t break
up the liquor traffic. I can take these gen
tlemen who went up to Pittsburg into a
county in this Staie where there is no li
cense law, where no one has a right to
sell liquor, and yet it is sold in more than
a hundred places. They call these places
“pig’s ears.” You can go in there and get
whiskey. The law has been , in force for
fifteen years, and it is not broken up yet.
Some places they call them speak-easies.
Why dont they pitch on to the judges for
not breaking up the illicit sale of liquor?
T hat is so much for oleomargarine. Of
course they are selling oleomargarine: but
these men th a t are selling it, when it is
known to the officials of the State, are be
ing prosecuted, and they will be tried and
they will be convicted; and if when the
Legislature assembles these friends of the
farmers will help me, we will get a law to
make it dangerous to sell oleomargarine
in Pennsylvania. (Applause.)
Now let me say a word about public
schools. I am held up as an enemy of pub
lic schools. I went to a public school when
I was a boy, and taught public school and
boarded around; know all about it. Then
I went to a normal school. W hat was
the condition when we came to Harrisburg
two years ago? Here was the Legislature
in session, p art of the members arrayed
against the other part. I asked them to
do one of two things: either to increase
the revenue or decrease the appropriations;
and they would not do either. We had a
a debt of three millions of dollars th a t we
could not pay. I wanted to preserve and
protect the credit of the State. Under the
Constitution you cannot borrow a dollar
and the Legislature cannot pass a law to
borrow a dollar. The Legislatures for
three or four terms had been appropriating
more money than the S tate had. W hat
were you to do? Talk about thé illegality
of itl I simply followed the precedent
th a t every Governor since the new Consti
tution has followed. They have all re
duced items. There was nothing else th a t
I could do and preserve the credit of the
State. I could not forsee th a t the pros
perity of the S tate and the increse of
wealth would bring insufficient revenue to
justify the appropriations and pay this
large deficit in the treasury of three mil
lions of dollars. I tried to do the right
thing. I reduced everything th a t I could re
duce, and then I reduced the school appro
priation. The year went by and the money
came into the treasury wholly unexpect
edly. We got more revenue than we ever
got before; and as soon as I found the
revenue in the treasury, then I wanted tq
put it back to the school districts. I t is
not th a t I am opposed to public schools;
it is because I am opposed to bankrupting
this State, th a t is all, (Applause.) When
the Legislature convenes I will invite
them to pass a bill to give this extra mil
lion dollars back to the school districts.
I reduced it because there was not any
money to pay it. (A voice from the audi
ence: “So you ought to .” ) And so I
ought to; and if ever we get in the same
fix I will do it again; but if you keep the
Republican party in power and keep a
careful eye to the fihnnces of the State,
you won’t get in th a t fix again. Now
w hat more can I say about that? I don’t
know w hat crime I can explain. I am
here to answer any questions, to disouss
anything and everything, and take my
chances on your verdict. (Applause.) I
never was afraid of the people of Pennsyl
vania, and I am not now. When we get
through w ith this business you will find a
clean, straight sheet. You will find no
stealing, and you will find no fraud, and
you won’t find any hypocrisy from the top
to the bottom in it. I believe th a t there
is no excuse for pretending to be w hat you
are not in politics any more than in busi
ness. I believe in straight, square, up and
down work. I believe th a t a man should
tell the tru th in politics just as well as to
tell it in anything else.

Brave Explorers

FOE

Like Stanley and LiviDgstone found Itli&rder
to overcome Malaria, Fever and Ague, and
Typhoid disease germs than savage canni
bals ; but thousands have found that Elec
tric Bitters is a wonderful cure for all ma
larial diseases. If you have chills with
fever, aches in back of neck and head, and
tired, worn out feeling, a trial will convim
you of their merit. W. A. Nall of Webb.
111., writes : “ My children suffered for more
than a year with chills and fever ; then two
bottles of Electric Bitters cured them.
Only 50c. Try them Guaranteed. Sold
by J. W. Culbert, druggist.

Ammunition and Repairs,

T E N DAY
T

— GO TO —

GEO. F. CLAMER,

GREATEST SACRIFICE IN THE HISTORY OF

— DEALER IN —

G. FETTEROLF,

ROYERSFORD.

AUCTIONEER,
Offices in Baldwin’s Real E state Building, Collegeville, and a t the office of Attorney E. F
Slough, opposite Court House, Norristown. Or
ders by mail promptly attended to. I am
thankful to the public for past favors, and hope
to merit further patronage.
ISoct.

#»* SAVE YOUR COWS

HARDWARE
----- AND------

STOCK M UST BE REDUCED,

HOUSE FURNISHING
::: GOODS :::

And as we must go in a smaller store temporarily we must

Electrical and Bicycle Supplies

reduce our stock.

P aint, Glass, Putty, T arnish, Oil,
Brushes, Etc.

SAVE YOUR COWS from losing' their
calves and from barrenness by using the old
and reliable cow medicine—

K o w K u re ,
FOR CO W S ONLY,
Thousands of Penna. farmers find it
grand success. It cures scours in cows an
calves, removes bunches in the bag and
changes a losing cow into a paying one.
FOR SALE BY

W. P. FENTON,

OIL
Heaters

Gan
Now
Be had
at

OF THE

BEST

Reason
able

Makes

Prices.

This means A G R EA T SA C R IFIC E in

Clothing, Underwear, H ats, Shirts, Gloves, Hosiery, Ties, and
all men’s wear FO R 10 DAYS.

W e will offer many goods at

cost and many at your own price.

I f you want Real Bargains

while we are at the old stand, call and see us.
Our Prices Cannot be equaled.

Everybody Welcome.

P. W I L L I A M S
LEADING GENTS’ FURNISHER,

AGENT FOR AMERICAN FIELD FENC
ING, CYPHERS INCUBATORS,
BROODERS, ETC.

221 Main Street,

Poultry Wire In all sizes, Man’s Green Bone
Cutters, Enterprise Shell Grinders,
Clover Meal, Chick Manna, etc.
t5F“General repairing of Sewing Machines,
Bicycles, etc. 8a s, Scissors and Skates
sharpened.

Main Street, Near Depot,
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ROYERSFORD, PA.
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E MEAN W HAT WE SAY.
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We stick to the truth when we say we have the

I am glad to be here. I am glad to
in Montgomery county. I am glad
— DEALER IN COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
talk to an audience of Pennsylvania
Dutchmen. I believe in Pennsylvania
Dutchmen and Dutch women. I hold th a t
F armers—Republicans and Democrats—vote for two the farmer has a right to have every
th a t interests him considered
farmer candidates for the Legislature, if you believe that the question
I am here to look into your faces and to
talk
to
you
about anything—oleomargar
farmers of Montgomery county should be fairly represented ine, the school
appropriations, or any
#
This assertion can easily be proven by a call at our store, where
thing else. I am not ashamed to discuss
in the law-making body of the State. Don’t believe one way anything
we will show you on our 16,000 square feet of floor space an immense
th a t I have done or expect to do
with anybody, anywhere, upon any occa
stock of all that is late in
and vote another. Vote for Fetterolf and Sexton.
sion (A voice from the audience: “ T hat is
AGENT FOR Demorest Sewing Machines,
good. That is splendid.”! I am not in
fallible—I wish I was. Mistakes happen
$19.50 ; Western Washing Machines, $3.00
to all people, but I have never made the
J ohn R. Kindig, the Republican candidate for Director mistake of attributing to a man improper
ond $3.50 ; Atlas Ready Mixed Paints, John
dishonest motives unless I had some
of the Poor, will receive a flattering vote at home, where he and
Lucas Ready Mixed Paints, and Zenith
thing on which to base it.
ATlet us talk about this oleomargar
Ready Mixed Paints.
is best known. The office of Director of the Poor is an im ineNow
question. Oleomargarine is a product
as I understand it, made out of grease anc
portant one and we believe Mr. Kindig will, if elected, fill it used
as a substitute for butter. I t has
E T C ., E T C .
been gradually getting into this S tate for
satisfactorily.
years, until it has a firm foothold and has
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
been sold in all of our large cities. I t is
competition with the butter which the
Half the city of New York was shaken Monday after in
farmer makes, and if it stood on its own
bottom and sailed under its own flag as
noon by an explosion in the six-story building used by T ar oleomargarine
mahogany frames, sell for much less than city prices, as do all our
and not as butter the
Flannelettes, Ontlng Flannels, Shaker
farmer
not object to it; w hat he
Flannels, Canton Flannels, and Wool
other goods. Parlor Suits from $25 upwards. Our prices are
rant & Co., manufacturers of chemical compounds. Many objects would
to is th a t the oleomargarine is a
Flonnces.
N O W
on the high- seas of commerce
buildings were wrecked and it is estimated that 150 lives pirate
Muslins and Sheeting in all widths. Pll
this State, and pretends to be a thing
low Casing, Tubing. A good Toweling at 4
th
a
t
it
is not. Now let us talk about] it
were lost, and 300 persons injured. The property loss will in a friendly,
ceDts per yard.
old-fashioned way, without
§
and as we always have I d stock everything needed in the household,
any prejudice or preconceived convictions
exceed $1,000,000.
Cotton und All wool Bed Blankets in
I have no prejudice nor feeling against
you will agree with us in this statement if you will only call and
Greys,
Whites,
Fawns
and
Red,
from
cheap
anybody th a t is hostile to me, because if I
And get it at
est to best.
W :'
look it over. v
had I would have plenty of business on my
hands. Now then, the Legislature for
New styles in Zaza Suiting, 80 inches wide.
We give space on this page to the larger portion bf years
has been trying to put a stop to the
A -full line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Flat and
sale
of
oleomargarine,
and
in
the
last
ses
Governor Stone’s recent speech at Skippack. The Governor, sion it passed a law imposing a fine on
Fleeced-Lined Underwear.
T
H
E
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A
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and those under him, having been frequently charged by the people who sold it colored as butter with
Men’s Pants in Latest Styles Wool and
Sure. We sell a better gun at the
Remember, goods delivered free to all parts of the county for the
out haying it marked and labeled as oleo
the bird-notes make the
Worsted, $1.50 to $3.00.
price
others
charge
for
a
poorer
anti-Quayines with derelection, even criminal derelection, in margarine. I picked up on my way here In Autumn-time
#
benefit of our out-of-town friends.
lone woods lorfelier yet,
Cotton Pants, 75c. to $1.00.
this morning some newspaper articles,
one. We sell the same gun at a
the m atter of enforcing the oleo. laws, it is fair and just that and
I only hope th a t it affords the people As some strain renders sadder all the
ALL GOODS GUARANTEED AS REPRESENTED.
lower price than others. Largest
Hats and Caps, a new lot, In latest shapes
waste realm of re g re t;
who write these articles as much amuse
and colors.
•»
the highest official of the State should have a hearing. Read ment as it does me. (Laughter and ap Along the fences goldenrod sways In the
stock to select from. A visit will
plause.) The “North American” report
prove these claims.
See our line of Winter Shoes, Boots, Rub
chilly air—
with unbiased judgment what the Governor has said.
ers went to Pittsburg after the crusade,
ber Boots and Shoes. Try our Waterproof
Powder, Shot, Loaded Shells,
found the oleo business wide open, and in A beam of Summer sunset lost, or held a
Shoe, extra high top, double sole, or a pair
a few days secured legal evidence against
Gunning Clothing.
captive th ere;
of our Two-buckle Felt Boots, and have dry
Each party’s goods locked In a separate room.
fifty-six dealers, many of them the same The thistledown, a fairy sail blown from
and warm feet the coldest day.
Largest Stock and Lowest Prices
T he citizens of Trappe in voting next Tuesday in favor dealers who had been raided by the S tate
'a fairy fleet,
officials. Now th a t states th a t these men
on Revolvers. See them.
Horse Blankets, Stable Blankets and Plush
of the proposed $10,000 loan will vote in the direction of are men who have been prosecuted by the Floats white as innocent thoughts we had
Robes. Over 30 styles of blankets, from 60c.
ta te officials and th a t they are still in
to $f per blanket.
when life was new and sw eet;
substantial public progress and. improvement. With Main Sthe
business. Well, all the S tate officials
Edison Phonographs
And something couples in our minds,
Floor Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
can
do
is
to
prosecute
them.
They
can’t
street macadamized and curbed, the historic old town will be take a club and go down on Market street
whose source we cannot know,
AND
Keep your cattle and poultry in good,
batter their heads. They can only The slowly-falling Autumn leaves with
healthy condition by feeding them Rauh’s
greatly enhanced in appearance, with but a slight increase in and
prosecute them; and they have prosecuted
Stock and Poultry Food, a great egg pro
Columbia Qraphophones
dreams of long ago.them,
and are prosecuting them and will
the tax rate. In authorizing the loan the citizens of Trappe continue
ducer. Bone Mills and Crushed Oyster
to prosecute them. The difficulty In Autumn-time the sumac burns amid
$5, $7.50, $10, $20, $30, $75.
Shells in 100 lb. bags.
it is not one which my enterpris
Will take a step toward placing that borough fully abreast is—and
EDISON RECORDS.
the silent groves,
ing friends have pointed out in the news
Paints, Oils, Glass, Building Hardware, 2
With the progressive boroughs of the county in the matter papers—th a t there is not sufficient penalty As fed by treasured keepsakes and the
* d 3-ply Roofing and Paint for same.
B IC Y C L E S
in the law for violating the law. The law
letters of old loves;
Our Grocery Department Is complete with
of public improvements, and we believe they will do so.
imposes a fine of a hundred dollars on a The dove’s coo sounding from the fields,
Men’s, new,..........................$15.00
good, clean, fresh stock, at prices as low as
man who sells oleomargarine colored as
could we but comprehend,
the
lowest.
-ANDMen’s, used, ....... .. $3, $4, $5, $6
butter. You can sue for th a t fine, or you May be the musicked yearnings for the
can prosecute for it; but when the man is
joys th a t had to end;
H . S. B R A N D T ,
F rom the outbreak of the contest with the Boers up to either adjudged in debt or convicted in While streams, unlike the vernal brooks
court, the sentence is to pay the fine, for
a t sing of coming days,
117
E. Main, Bel. DeKalb
TRAPPE, PA.
the end of September the actual war expenditures of the the first offence. There is no jail sentence Recallththe
laughter we have heard in long
it. I remember somebody a t an inter-*
untraveled w ay s;
Yonr money back If not as we
B ritish Government were $280,000,000, and the official esti in
view before me asked why we didn’t put Till we behold some vanished face and
say.
them in jail. I wish we could put them in
dear eyes’ loving glow—
mate of payments still to be made—based on the declaration jail,
but we have to go as the law directs. O pathos of the falling leaves, O dreams
the second offence, when the man is
of long a g o !
that the war is over—is $50,000,000 more, making a total of For
convicted a second time, then you may im
Flannelettes for wrappers
—WiU T. Hale,
pose a small jail sentence. Now then, the
$300,000,000. This is nearly equal to the gross output of the courts
-YOUR----and children’s dresses. Guinea
in Pittsburg áre simply crammed
of these oleomargarine cases, and the
South African gold mines from their discovery to the begin full
H en Flannel for Skirts. Odtcourts in Philadelphia are crammed full of
American Movements,
ning of the war, a period of fifteen and one-half years. The these oleomargarine cases—three or four
ing Flannel, Shaker Flannel,
hundred cases in Pittsburg, two or three
and
Canton
Flannel,
largest production in any one year was $80,000,000, in 1898, hundred cases in Philadelphia; more cases
INSPECT THE STOCK THAT IS
than the District A ttorney can try unless
and on this basis it would take the total gross output of the he
tries them by the dozen a t a time.
Sheeting in all widths,
SOLD AT THE
Now w hat can we do? We can’t take
mines for four and one-half years to pay the bill.
Tubing for pillow cases ;
people by the th ro at and choke them until
C O L L E G E V IL L E
they quit it. If the oleomargarine which
Muslins, bleached and un
they eat don’t choke them, we can’t do it.
(Laughter.) Now the whole story of
bleached
; Towelings, from
T he compilation of the census returns has been com these two gentlemen who went to P itts
5 cts., up.
burg to look into the affair of the sale of
pleted with a promptness never attained hitherto. Official oleomargarine—undoubtedly they are sell
oleomargarine in Pittsburg, and they
Linings and all Small No
announcement is now made of the total population in the sev ing
are selling it many other places; and they
are
selling
a
great
many
other
things
in
tions
used for dressmaking,
eral States and Territories, and the tabulated statement pre Pittsburg th a t they ought not to sell.
In men’s Bals., Box Calf, Vtci Kid, Russet,
and Enamel Leather have double sole, and
such
as
bones, hooks and
JEWELER AN®,OPTICIAN.
The
trouble
is
th
a
t
they
don’t
give
us
sents many interesting features. The aggregate population credit for prosecuting these people. We
are calf-lined.
The most beautiful thing in
At Small Prices for the Kind.
eyes,
shields,
collar
canvas,
are prosecuting them. Some of them we
of the United States is given at 76,295,220. This is an in have
Women’s and Children’s fine and medium
prosecuted eight or ten times. We the world is the baby, all Men’s Vlei Kid, $2.00, $2.50, $8.00.
seam binding, etc.
weight shoes.
A full line of RUBBER
crease of 13,225,464, or not quite 21 per cent., from the popu have to w ait until the Grand Jury and the
BOOTS and SHOES.
District-Attorney get ready to try them, dimples and joy. The itiost Men’s Box Calf, $2.00, $2.75, $3.00. *
Buy the New Shape Cor
lation of 1890. From the beginning of the century to the but some people w ant us to try them now.
Thankful for past patronage, a continu
NORRISTOWN. PA.
Men’s Enamel, $3.00. | Boys’ Enamel and ance
of
the
same
is
solicited.
set
for 1900 to have the cor
don’t really w ant us to try them,
jitiful thing is that same baby,
Kid, $2.00*
civil war the average increase in each decennial period was They
but they blame us because we don’t. (Cries
rect figure. Also the Silk
of “P u t th a t on Quay.” “No, on Dam-A.. W . LOUX.
about 35 per cent. Between 1860 and 1870 it was less than bly.”
thin and in pain. And the FRANKLIN^ SHOES—Satin#Calf, Men’s.
T H E
)
Opaque for dress trimming,
$2 00 ; Boys’, $1.60. Men’s Satin Calf, $1 .50.
Now I tell you w hat I am going to do.
23 per cent. Then came a renewal of immigration which When
the Legislature meets, I will ask my mother does not know that a
G ilt Braid, too, is to be used
Mr. Dambly and my friend (who
raised it to 30 per cent, between 1870 and 1880. In the next friend
for dress trimming, as well
ever he is) th a t runs the “North Ameri little fat makes all the differ
and all these friends of the farmer in
decade it dropped to 25.75, and now is still further reduced can,”
as
for millinery. Velvet B ib
this State, to join with me and help me.
I am going to recommend in my message ence .
to what is probably a merely normal rate of increase.
bon is still on the lead and
to the Legislature th a t they amend th at
Dimples and joy have gone,
here on hand.
oleomargarine law and put a proviso in
«4?ood leather and good workmanship
there th a t will let us send a man to jail
make the good harness or saddle. Do you
WASHINGTON LETTER. They may be right, but all the signs for six months or a year for selling oleo and left hollows and fear; the
Ready - made Wrappers, know
either when you see It ? Very likely
if they mean
which have been proven by past margarine—(Applause)—and
Overalls, and a full line of not, and you don’t need to if you buy of us.
business and are sincere they will come up fat, that was comfort and
From Our Regular Correspondent.
While all our goods are the best for the
campaigns to be dependable in to the mark and help to do that. (Ap
W inter Underwear for ladies, money, some things are better than others.
W ashington , D. C., Oct. 26 1900
. I will recommend th a t th a t law color and curve-all but pity
sizing up the result of a Presidential plause)
We’ll
explain to you just why, and help you
be amended so th a t when a man sells oleo
gents and children, at all to a wise
selection. Whether cheap or costly,
—Washington has been slow get election in advance of the casting margarine
contrary to law the doors of
prices. W hite Shirts, Col you’ll know just what you have, and that
the jail will open and take him in and and love--is gone.
ting interested in the Presidential and counting of the votes are now keep
have a full dollar’s worth for every dol
him there until he stops it. (A
1000 yards of dark Percale, 36 in. wide,
ored Shirts, latest styles in you
lar you pay us.
campaign, but it has the fever now, certainly favorable to the reelection voice from the audience: “T hat is right.”)
The little one gets no fat
worth 12}£c.; remnant price, 8c.
I
w
ant
them
to
help
me.
They
seem
to
Collars and Ties, and every
and little else is being talked about. of President McKinley. Of course, have a good deal of influence in this oleo
1500 yards heavy unbleached muslin,
thing for Gents? Furnishings.
Those who base their opinions on every intelligent man knows that margarine business, and if their members from her food. There is some
Tour old harness looks rather out of~
the Legislature are elected I will give
worth 7c. a yard ; remnant price, 5j£c.
place with the new carriage or the carriage
known facts and figures, rather than nothing is absolutely certain in of
thing
wrong;itis
either
her
food
them a chance to vote for a law of th at
E3F* Ask us for price and color card.
with the fresh coat of paint.
kind. If they will help me to pass it we
on hopes and expectations that politics.
250 yards of fine drapery, worth 12J^c.;
Buy a new one. Come here for It. We
mill make it a law, and if it is passed I or food-mill. She has had no
can give you a harness of durability and.
remnant price, 10c.
something unexpected will happen
Commissioner Evans of the Pen will sign it with pleasure. (Applause)
solid
worth for a very moderate price.
" m a in s t r e e t ,
of going over this S tate trying to fat for weeks; is living on what
between now and election day, or sion Bureau made the following Instead
300 yards of good, stfong, apron ging
prejudice the people against the regularly
ham , worth 6c. a yard ; remnant price,
on that day, regard President Mc statement this week, in answer to nominated candidates, none of whom are she had stored in that plump
C O L L E G E V IL L E .
Tour ride If you feel a piece of yourselling oleomargarine in Montgomery
$1.60, $1.75, $2.25, $3.00, &c., &c.
5 cents.
Kinley’s reelection as probable and, numerous inquiries: “ There have county
relns or your girth may at any moment giveso far as I know, if they would
way, Perfect harness gives yon confidence,.
basing their opinions on past elect been filed 34,000 claims for pension turn their attention to the defects in the little body of hers; and that is
250 yards of fine Parisian fleece, sold g
B. LONG A SON,
makes you a better rider, for confidence in
law and help to have it remedied, they
everywhere at 12}^e,; remnant price, 8c.
ions, that his party will retain con on account of the Spanish-American will
gone.
She
is
^starving
for
fat;
spires dating and grace. We make the best,
find me ready and anxious and will
— IN THEIR —
and most reliable harness, and employ only/
trol of the House. It is admitted by war. Calls have been made for evi ing to help them pass such a law. (Pro it is death, be quick!
10 dozen Turkish wash rags to go at
the strongest, most perfect materials In thei
longed applause.) You can’t break up
the supporters of Mr. Bryan that dence in 33,424 of these claims. this business in a night time. You can’t
4 cents.
manufacture.
$3.00, $3.25, $3.50, $4.00.
Scott’s
Emulsion
of
Cod
break it up so easily. You’ve got t ° use
this opinion is on all fours with the Medical examinations have been something
else than simply soothing
Bleecbed and unbleached sheets, 50c.
(Next door to Register Office,)
surface indications, but they insist ordered in 28,324 claims. The dif syrup. We w ant a law th a t will put a Liver Oil is the fat she can
Eight doz. of them.
For the horseback rider may be had
•Building
Hardware
and
House«
man
in
jail
for
selling
oleomargarine,
and
here at a reasonable price. What Is more
that it is wrong and that the sur ference between the number of then we may be able to accomplish some take; it will save her.
We are sole agents for the Kabe
important,
every bit of leather used will be
face indications are erroneous be claims filed and the number of medi thing. The idea th a t these cases are all
The genuine has this picture on
perfeet, every detail carefully looked after,
Corsets.
furnishing
Goods.
tied
up
awaiting
a
decision
in
the
Supreme
it,
take
no
other.
cause they, do not tell how the cal examinations’ordered practically Court of the United States is simply ro t—
Are ready at all times to give their patrons the whole appearance stylish and sensible.
If yon have not tried it, send
represents the number of widows’ not a word of tru th in it. They are all in
for tree sample, its agreeable
0000O0000
“silent vote” is going to be cast. and
first
class service. Just such meals as you
taste will surprise you.
dependants’ claims. 4,237 of the hands of the District Attorneys; and
They claim that Mr. Bryan is going these claims have been adjudicated. the agents of the S tate are urging and
w an t; all the delicacies of the season, auo
S C O T T & BOW NE,
Chem ists.
them to try the cases, and every
to get many thousand votes all over
If national bank examiners can pressing
the best of everything the market affords.
4
0
9
Pearl
S
t..
N.
Y
body knows it. The idea th a t there is an
Oysters served in every style.
the country that have been put not discover defalcations through oleomargarine tru st th a t sits in concert,
5 0 c . and $ 1 .0 0
all druggists.
consultation, w ith the officials of this
A home-like place for country people and HARDWARE, CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,
down as McKinley votes in the skillful manipulation of bank books, in
Keystone Dry Goods Store,
State, is an absolute untruth, and nobody
what
are
they
for?
This
question
TOTS, ETC.,
townspeople
to be served with meals or
state polls made by the republicans, is ■|-prompted by the comment of believes it. (A voice from the áudiencé;
207 Bridge S treet,
“ That is right.” ) And it is an absolute
Main St., Opposite Public Square, lunches. Remember the place, No. 5 Wpst
58 and 60 East Main Street,
ET TOUR Postera Printed at
and that he is going to be elected. ' Secretary Gage on the defalcation of mistake
to presume th a t the farmers of
Main Street, next door to ^Register Office,
the Independent Office.
Plucuixville, Pa,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
and a few steps (torn Swede Street.
NORRISTO W N . PA.
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BRANDT’S

Bicycle Store, : Norristown,
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STORAGE FOR HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
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GÜS EG0LF.

m
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m

n
m 113 E. Main St.,

N ew Fall

E. G. Brownback,

W inter
Goods !
««Ss-BEFORE BUYING

NORRISTOWN, PA. ¡

3 W ATC H ESE
14 KARAT GOLD.

Filled Watcfies,

F A L L SH O ES

P ity

and
SHOE *
Beauty Up-Mate SHOES FOR MEN!

- O

STORE

0 1

J. D. Sal-lade,

1 6 E a s t M a i n S t.,

3B IG STORED

H . L. NY C E, —Great
6 1 Mail Street, Norristom, Fa.
p

a

i

n

t
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Horse Furnishings

Rem nant
Sale

Atlas Ready Mixed

Harness to Match

is the best.

Gem Ice Cream Freezers,

Mi$; ¡Frances Barrett’s,

You Don’t Enjoy

Iiaprevel Backeye Lawn Mowers,

N EW RESTAURANT,

A Full Equipment

No. 5 W. Main St.. - Norristown, Pa.,

I. H. Benjamin &Go. 4 MORGAN WRIGHT ;-

G

H. E. E lston,

IIBLIC SA!.!’. OF
«TICE.
M O R E J U S T IC E A N D L E S S
gins and a guest from Norristown,
S E N T IM E N T .
Charles
Shearer
and
the
three
old
At a meeting at the Providence
Notice is hereby given th a t an election
The Mennonite Brethren in
maids, were complete. Higgins
FRESH COWS !
to increase the indebtedness of the Bor
Christ will hold a prayer meeting Mennonite meetinghouse, Tuesday THE DEAD BODY OF ANDREW L. GOTT looked quite stunning in his cos
BY IDA HUTTED HARPER.
T E B JIÜ — I1.UO P K K Y I A K
SHALK FOUND TWO DAYS AFTER
ough of Trappe, Montgomery county, will
on Thursday evening of next week morning, Jesse Mack was chosen
tume.
In a recent speecn
speech Mr. Bryan be held on TUESDAY, the 6th day of
at the home of Samuel Backer, this minister of - the Skippack, Worces
il
IN A D V A X t'K .
tt
LIFE HAD DEPARTED.
ter,
and
Providence
congregations.
Next Tuesday will tell who is who said : When an American boy dies November, A. D., 1900, a t the time and
borough.
Will be sold a t public sale, on
Last Friday afternoon Reiner and what’s what. Whether after
John G. Gotwals, of Upper Provi
place of holding the regular annual fall
for liberty his mother thanks God election in said Borough of Trappe under DAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1900, at
dence, was chosen a deacon.
we
have
listened
to
the
fog
horn,
Faringer,
of
this
borough,
was
hunt
Thursday, N ovem . 1, 1900
Rock
Hotel, 25 head of fresh cows from
W . C. T. U.
from the far distant west, to trans that she gave her strength to bear and in accordance w ith the following ordi Rockingham county, Va. This is another
ing
mushrooiSs
in
Robison’s
meadow
The W. C. T. U. of Collegeville
us into anything to please that and rear a son for such noble sacri nance which was regularly adopted and is fine lot of cows th a t will suit buyers.
S ix P e a rs W e ig h F iv e P o unds.
near Perkiomen Bridge when he form
CI1URCII SERVICES.
100 shoats and hogs a t private sale
will hold its regular monthly meet
which our fancies, our desires de fice, but what American mothers hereby made p art of this notice and under Also
on Saturday previous. Sale a t 1 o’clock.
Neighbor
M.
O.
Roberts
has
made a shocking discovery. There, sire, have a government as is a gov
St. Jam es’ Episcopal, Evansburg : Rev. A. J. ing at the home of Mrs. E. A. Kruand subject to the provisions of which Conditions by
WM. GARTLAND.
Barrow, rector. Services every Sunday. Morn sen on Tuesday afternoon, Novem favored the scribe with six Keifer close to a retaining wall of the old ernment, shall we vote for Mr. want to raise boys at so much per said election will be held :
Wayne Pierson, auct. I. E. Miller, clerk.
*
pears that weigh five pounds, an
ing a t 10.30, evening a t 7.45. Sunday School at ber 6, at 2.80 o’clock.
Bryan? Mr. BryaD’s all right, but head?”
“An ordinance providing for an increase
average of nearly one pound each. bridge lay.the lifeless form of An he
2.16 p. m.
What Anlerican mothers want is of indebtedness of the Borough of Trappe
won’t do.
IFBI. 1C SALE OF
drew
L.
Gottshalk,
Jr.
Reiner
They
are
the
largest
specimens
of
St. Paul’s Memorial Protestant Episcopal
the right to an equal voice with designating the purposes to which the
L a rg e ’ C o o n s C a p tu re d .
A
young
man
from
our
town
who
the
Keifer
variety
we
have
ever
quickly
announced
his
discovery,
proceeds
of
such
increase
of
debt
shall
be
Church, Oaks Station. Rev. B. J. Douglass,
and regulating the expenditures
rector. Services on Sundays, 10.45 a. m., 3.30
Within the past week E. M. seen. Mr. Roberts devotes con which soon became the sole topic of was in attendance at the masquerade men in deciding whether there devoted
FRESH COWS !
No mother ever thereof.
p. m. Also Sunday School a t 2.30 o’clock in the Cleaver and H. U. Poley captured siderable attention to fruit growing discussion throughout the com party held at Mahlon Shearer’s, shall be war.
W
h
e
r
e
a
s
,
I
t
is
deemed
advisable
and
to
Wetherill
Mansion,
met
with
a
STEERS,
SHOATS, CHICKENS !
and
thus
far
his
efforts
have
been
annex adjoining. Holy Communion first Sun three ’coons along the Perkiomen.
munity. Undertaker Bechtel was slight adventure.’ Some smarties, thanked God for the privilege of the best interest of the citizens, th a t the
day in the month a t 10.45 a. m. service. The
uniformly
successful.
They weighed 20, 18, and 15 pounds,
sent for. He ’phoned to Coroner who make it a point to make things raising sons to be shot. No mother Borough of Trappe should permanently
seats in this church are free and a very cordial
respectively and were fine speci
McGlathery and received permis disagreeable at all parties, dis would willingly bear and rear sons and durably pave and macadamize the
welcome is extended to all.
roadway of Main Street in said Borough
.Th e H o ly C o m m u n io n .
mens
of
the
’coon
species.
sion to remove the remains to the charged several pistol shots near
Will be sold a t public sale, on MON
of Trappe, inasmuch as said improvement
Lower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
if
she
knew
they
were
to
be
sacri
home
of
the
parents
of
the
deceased,
is necessary to the benefit and enjoyment DAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1900, a t Perkiomen
The Sacrament of the Holy Com
C. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30
by
where
the
guests
had
their
Bridge
Hotel, one car-load of cows, fresh
of
the
citizens
and
taxpayers
of
said
bor
ficed
in
battle.
But
if
wars
must
munion will be administered in where the Coroner held an inquest horses tied. The horse in ques
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E., 7
P h ila d e lp h ia M a r k e ts .
a t a cost of ten thousand dollars and springers. They are a lot of fine ones
p. m. Preachiug, 7.30 p. in.
Trinity Church, this borough, on Saturday morning, with the follow tion took fright and in its effort to come, and perhaps in our present ough,
and will please purchasers. Also 15 steers,
Winter bran, $16.75 @ $17.50; this coming Sunday morning, No ing jurors : H. H. Robison, Thomas get away went over, not the garden stage of evolution they are some (*10,000).
• A n d w h e r e a s , I t is inexpedient and im 200 shoats, 500 young chickens. Will also
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preach
Wilson,
Raymond
Grater,
R.
P.
timothy
hay,
$17;
mixed,
$15;
rollèr
vember 4th, at 10 o’clock a. m.
to raise a sufficient amount of sell a bay horse, weighing 1200 pounds, 8
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every
wall, but the wall near the mansion, times unavoidable, then women de possible
money by taxation, by reason of conflict years old, works anywhere, fearless of
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Courson, pastor. Bible flour, $3 to $3.45; rye flour, $3.10; Services preparatory to the Holy Baldwin, A. K. Hunsicker, of this carriage and all. So surprised was
Acts of Assembly in such cases made steam and trolleys and sound ; good on
school, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday wheat, 70fc. oats, 27$c. ; beef cattle, Communion, Saturday afternoon, vicinity, and a Mr. Wolfe of Norris the horse at the turn things had mand the right to some authority in ing
and provided, and it is therefore necessary tread-power. Sale a t 1 p. m. Conditions
the
commissary
department
and
the
evening a t 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every 4 to 5Jc. ; sheep and lambs, 2 to4èc., November 3d, at 2 o’clock. The town. A verdict as follows was ren
MURRAY MOORE.
th a t a loan of ten thousand dollars by
H. Sehlichter, auct. C. U. Bean, clerk.
second Sunday evening a t 7.30 ; Bible school, hogs, 6i to 7}c. ; dressed steers, 8@ public generally has a standing dered : “That Andrew L. Gottshalk, taken he turned end for end in the hospitals and to some representa ($10,000.00) be authorized.
shafts, and was found looking in
Sundays, a t 2.30 p. in.; prayer meeting, Tues 8|c. ; dressed cows, 6@7fc.
A n d w h e r e a s , The last preceding as
cordial invitation to attend all the Jr., came to his death by a fracture tently in the carriage to see whether tion among the physicians and
days a t 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
valuation of the taxable property
various services at Trinity; free of the vertebra, caused by a fall the driver hadturned a hand-spring nurses. Women are in rebellion sessed
of
the Borough of Trappe was two hun p L B L IC SALE OF
from Perkiomen Bridge, and that and was right side up with care.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
seats
and
polite
ushers.
dred
and
forty-three thousand four hun
A n ti-Q u a y M e e tin g .
S. L. Messinger, pastor. Preaching every Sum
we recommend that lights be placed Very little damage was done to against having to remain silent and dred and sixty dollars ($243,460) so th a t
FRESH COWS
day at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p m. Sunday School
on said bridge to make it safe for either horse, harness, or carriage.
A mass meeting was held by the
passive in all the preliminary stages the proposed increase of indebtedness willP u n c tu a l in A tte n d a n c e .
raise the aggregate indebtedness of the YOUNG CATTLE, AND FAT HOGS.
a t 9 a. m. Junior Endeavor prayer meeting, anti-Quayites in the Grand Opera
traveling at night. ’’
which lead up to a declaration of borough to an amount in excess of -two
Sunday, a t 2 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meet
Elizabeth H. Ashenfelter, Katie
Rev. J. T. Meyers preached at
From all the information that can
House, Norristown, last Saturday
centum of the assessed valuation, but
ing, Sunday, a t 6.30 p. m. Congregational
war. They are sick unto death of per
H.
Gennaria,
Sadie
G.
Detwiler,
Green
Tree,
Sunday
evening.
be
obtained
it
seems
certain
that
less than seven per centum of its assessed * 8 *
prayer meeting, Wednesday, a t 7.30 p. m. All evening. Vigorous speeches were Alice M. Dewane, Bella R. Ashen
the
endless
twaddle
about
the
valuation;
now therefore,
Mr. Gottshalk met his end late
made by Charles Heber Clark, of
are cordially invited to attend the services.
Owing to a severe attack of dys
felter, Sallie K. Grimley, John M. Tuesday night or early Wednesday
Will be sold a t public sale, on THURS
B e it O r d a in e d a n d E n a c t e d by the
blessed
privilege
of
being
allowed
Conshocken;
Wm.
H.
Maxwell,
of
entery, Wm. Higginbotham could
and Town Council of the Bor DAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1900, a t Ingram’s
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. J. P. Rowland
Pottstown, and J. Bayard Henry, Mack, Wallace L. Danehower, El morning of last week. The personal not attend the Republican meeting to lay the fathers, husbands and Burgess
Stock
Yard, Collegeville, a lot of choice
ough
of
Trappe,
in
Town
Council
assem
pastor. Services a t 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m.
mer M. Mack, Oliver K. Grimley, effects about his. clothing, including
bled, and it is hereby enacted and ordained livestock, consisting of fresh cows, with
of Philadelphia.
Sunday School a t 9.30 a. m.
Andrew M. Mack, Claude G. Crist, pocketbooks, a sum of money, watch at Phoenixville, Saturday evening. sons on the altar of their country. by
calves; young cattle, stock bulls, bologna
the authority of the same:
Sec. 1. That, by and with the consent of cows, fat hogs, and stock hogs. This
Roy J. Hunsberger, Earl Under- and chain, and papers, were all in
Trinity Church. Wednesday evening, prayer
Captain Brower is to give the They are tired of a life of spinsterwill afford buyers ample oppor
the
qualified
electors
of
the
Borough
of
service a t 7.30 o’clock. Saturday, preparatory
A R e m a r k a b le O ld Lady.
koffler, Ernest Zollers, Francis De tact when the body was discovered, Order of Red Men of Greenlane, a hood because the young men fill Trappe, a loan of Ten Thousand Dollars variety
tunities to secure bargains as every head
meeting a t 2 o’clock p. m. Sunday: Sunday
wane,
Alvin
Funk,
Nora
A.
Smull
supper
on
Thanksgiving
Day
night,
where
it
had
lain
for
more
than
will
be
sold
for the high dollar, rain or
soldiers’ graves, desperately tired ($10,000) shall be, and is hereby created,
Mrs. Elizabeth Keyser of Black and Mary L. Danehower were regu
School a t 9 a. in.; preaching a t 10 a. m. and 7.45
and the municipal debt increased by th a t shine. Sale a t 2 o’clock. Conditions by
at
the
Keystone
House,
Greenlane.
forty-eight
hours.
There
were
Rock,
Upper
Providence
township,
p. in.; the Junior C. E. prayer service a t 2 p.m.,
L. SWARTZ.
lar and punctual in attendance at marks of injury about his face in Why not succotash, and buffalo of remaining at home alone, doing amount to be secured by bonds, as set forth L. H. Ingram, auct. H. D.
and the Y P. S. C. E. prayer service, Mr. Wm. who is in her 91st year has recently
H. Robison, clerk.
the work of both man and woman, in the Act of Assembly in such cases made
Mennonite
School,
during
the
month
steak,
imported
from
our
new
pos
addition
to
the
fracture
of
the
vertex
and provided. P a rt or whole of the pro
completed a quilt containing 4249
S. Keiter, leader, a t 6.45 p. m.
bra of the neck. He was last seen sessions, the Philippines. A. J. raising the fatherless children and ceeds whereof shall be used to permanently
Preaching by the pastor in tne Skippackville pieces. This is one of 33 quilts this of October.'
durably pave the roadway of Main
Brower
has
joined
the
order
of
Red
alive about 12 o’clock Tuesday
paying war taxes without any rep and
church a t 2.30 p. m.
estimable lady has pieced during
Street in said borough, in such a manner p U B L IC SALE OF
M u s ic a l R e c ita l.
night, on this side of the bridge. Men, at Greenlane.
resentation in government. Women and with such materials as Town Council
the last 12 years. She has done all
designate.
On Thursday evening, November Just how the fatal accident occurred
this work without glasses.
The United States or the United are getting very tired of a great may
REAL ESTATE
H om e and Abroad.
Sec. 2. T hat an election be held on Tues
8th, a musical recital will be given will forever remain a m ystery; if Oil Pipe Line have erected telegraph many things, and of nothing so day,
the
Sixth
day
of
November,
A.
D.,
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY !
in Bomberger Memorial Hall, under accident it was. We can perceive poles along the Long Ford road, much as being fed on sentiment 1900, the time of holding the regular an
A L a rg e C o n g re g a tio n .
the direction of the' musical depart no sufficient ground for any other and will cross the river at the when they are starving for justice. nual fall election in said Borough of Will be sold a t public sale, on MON
—One human weakness
Trappe, a t the place, time and under the DAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1900, on the prem
A large congregation heard the ment of Ursinus College. Miss theory.
White Bridge just below Port Provi
same regulations as provided by law for ises in Upper Providence township, near
The deplorable event has aroused dence with a single strand of wire.
—May reckon more
Missionary, Mrs. J. P. Moore, in Julia Theresa Wilson, a student
the holding of municipal elections, for the Green Tree church, within a half-mile of
W IL L S P E N D H IS F O R T U N E
and also a teacher of Broad Street widespread sympathy for the par The river is not more than three
St.
Luke’s
Reformed
church,
Trappe,
purpose of obtaining the consent of the Perkiomen and Oaks railroad stations, a
*—In the totality of results
ents,
the
little
son,
and
other
near
Electors
of said Borough of Trappe, to
B
U
I
L
D
I
N
G
H
I
M
S
E
L
F
Musical
Conservatory,
of
Philadel
hundred to four hundred feet wide,
last Sunday morning. This was
containing 18 acres of productive
the Increase of Indebtedness, provided for farm
The improvements comprise a stone
A M ONUM ENT.
the second time she spoke in that phia, will be the pianistof the even relatives of the departed. To these particularly at Green Hill. The
—Than other weaknessess;
bisection
One of this Ordinance, and th a t land..
J
i*
house w ith nine rooms; frame
the
shock
was
terrible.
Andrew
church within five months. Her ing. Miss Edith Overholt McCain,
pipe will follow the line of Horse
U niontown , October 30.—James due notice be given of the time and place
bam , with stabling for 8 horses
■—But lesser weaknesses multi-1 addresses were both very helpful, of Philadelphia, the violinist. These had many friends who esteemed his Mint or Hamer’s Run, passing un Shannon McCutcheon, a prosperous of holding said Election in accordance
and seven cows; all necessary
with
the
Act
of
Assembly
in
such
case
good
qualities
as
a
neighbor
and
young
women
were
heard
in
Col
plied
and were greatly enjoyed.
der the canal a short distance below
outbuildings, variety of fruit and
and provided, and the regular elec
legeville at the opening of Ursinus coflipanion, and as a man of busi the bridge and from there run to farmer who lives near here, has de made
tion officers shall receive and count said shade trees, etc. This property is delight
—Frequently balance aggregates.
fully
located
should receive the atten
ness.
As
is
well
known
he
suc
this fall, and it is not unreasonable
Marcus Hook. This is a short and termined that his estate shall never votes cast on the increase of indebtedness, tion of anyoneand
desiring a pleasant home.
ceeded
his
father
in
the
tinsmithing
as
provided
by
the
laws
of
this
Common
D e a th o f a W e ll K n o w n
to
expect
excellent
numbers
from
direct
route
to
Chester
on
the
Dela
become the prey of quarreling heirs
Also a t the same time and place will be
—The man who sins against him
regulating municipal elections,
J u s tic e o f th e P e a c e .
them.. They will be ably assisted business several years ago, and ware, and easy of access to tide and mercenary lawyers. In order to wealth
self will directly suffer the conse
and shall make due return of the votes sold the following personal property: A
won
an
excellent
reputation
as
a
family
horse, phaeton, Jenny Lind car
by
Dr.
StanleighR.
Meaker,
’cellist,
respectively for “no increase of debt,”
quences due to his actions.
Solomon K. Grimley, of Upper and Mr. Morris London, baritone. superior and reliable workman. He water navigation. The Perkiomen put his property beyond the reach cast
ladies’ riding saddle, lot wagon
and “debt may be increased,” to proper riage,
R.
R.
have
given
the
company
privi
and other harness, plow, harrow,
Salford, died Thursday night, aged
of these, he is about to begin the officers of the Court of the proper County, harness
—The man who, by whatever seventy-eight years. He was for The program comprises selections was prompt, faithful, competent, lege to cross their road. .
shelter, post spade, shovels, forks,
and shall issue the proper certificates of com
hoes,
platform
scales, capacity 350 pounds;
means, injures other men, with the many years a Justice of the Peace from such masters as Mozart, Mos- served his patrons well, and won
erection of a granite monument,
result of said election.
pairs of white and barbed Plymouth
James Brower, William Bartman, which shall be so constructed as to theSec.
least possible injury to himself, and took an interest in antiquarian kowski, Bach, Gonnod, Chopin, their praise and confidence. There
3. All ordinances or parts of ordi 30
Rock chickens, very fine. Cook stove,
Haydn, Borowski, Goltermann, and fore, he was a very useful member Miss Laura and Breta Nichols, and consume every dollar of his fortune. nances inconsistent herewith are hereby small
wood stove, meal chest, sausage
repealed.
\;—Makes others suffer by reason pursuits and in local history.
others, and promises to be one of of this community, and he will be “ yours truly,” visited the school at
cutter,
5 bushels of apples,, and other arti
Enacted
and
ordained
a
t
Council
Cham
McCutcheon is a bachelor and ber, Trappe, Penna., August 6, 1900.
of his acts.
cles not enumerated. Sate a t 1 o’clock.
the best ever rendered at Ursinus. missed for many a day to come. The Port Providence on Thursday last.
Conditions by
J. M. DETTRA.
H. H. STEARLY,
The recital will begin promptly at 8 funeral was held Sunday afternoon, We were very much pleased with has passed the three score and ten
C o lle g e v ille S ta tio n B ro k e n In to .
—Now, of the two, which is the
President of Town Council. L. H. Ingram, auct.
Rev. J. -H. Hendricks, D. D., offici the school, though we felt like a cat mark. By industry and economy
o’clock.
weaker?
Approved August 9, 1900.
Monday night a window of the
ating, and was very largely at in a strange garret. The school is
DANIEL SHULER, Burgess.
Perkiomen railroad station in this
tended, the auditorium of Trinity in charge of Mr. Daniel Bartman, he has acquired a modest fortune of A ttest: E. G.
jpUBLIC SALE OF
BROWNBACK, Clerk.”
S u c c e s s fu l P a rlo r M e e tin g .
about $20,000. Near his farmhouse
borough was pried open by thieves,
church
of
this
borough
being
filled
The last assessed valuation of the tax
who
is
very
well
liked
by
pupils,
A
very
successful
parlor
meeting
-—Object lessons along the lines who succeeded in extracting a few
to its capacity. The floral remem and their parents, which is a com stands a church, and in the grave able property of said borough amounted
A Valuable Farm !
$243,460.00.
Of human existance are plentiful; pennies from the chewing gum slot of the Y. W. C. T. U., of Yerkes, brances were numerous and beauti pliment, a feather in Mr. Bartman’s yard near-by he purpdses erecting toThe
amount of existing debt of said
those who profit by them are wise. machine in thé waiting room. No was held at the residence of Mr. ful, Undertaker J. L. Bechtel had hat. He is a perfect gentleman, a
borough
is
$?
Will
be sold a t public sale, on SATUR
effort was made to ransack the and Mrs. G. W. Zimmerman, this charge of the remains. The sermon finished scholar, and though stern, the monument that will be his sole The amount of the proposed increase is DAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1900, on the prem
borough,»
last
Saturday
evening.
,000.00 .
ises of the late David Roberts, deceased,
ticket office.
Dr. Hendricks was based upon is not only master of himself but of legatee. Not having unbounded *10And
the rate pf percentage which the in Worcester township, Montgomery Co.,
The meeting was called to order by by
—That which Society most conthe
13th
ard
14th
verses
of
the
12th
his
scholars.
How
different,
when
faith
in
the
stability
of
wills
when
said
proposed
increase
bears
to
the
as
Pa., the following described real estate of
the President, Miss Joanna Weikel, chapter of Ecclesiastes: “Let us I was a boy, snapped at by cross
demns
valuation is 041-907—12173 per cent. said decedent: A farm containing 103 Acres
L iv e d M a n y Y e a r s in th e
when the following program was hear the conclusion of the whole teachers, a constant dread of the sharp legal probes are applied to sessed
The purpose of the increase of indebted of Land, more or less. This farm is in a
rendered. Reading, of Scripture, matter. J ’ear God, and keep his Yod. How pleasant where kindness them, he will himself superintend ness of the said borough of Trappe is to be high state of cultivation and is one of the
S am e House.
. —Is sometimes the very thing
used
to permanently and durably pave the best in the county. Eighty-five acres of it
I.
C.
Landes;
prayer,
Miss
Whitethat Society substantially upholds,
John Knauer, aged 74 years, died church, of Merchantville, N. J.; commandments: for this is the rules. It is the setting of our the erection of the granite shaft, at roadway known as Main Street in said is
clear farm la n d ; there is ten acres of
directly, or -indirectly.
borough
in such manner and w ith such good timber and the balance is excellent
on Thursday in the house in which piano duet, Misses Mary Gotwals whole duty of man, For God shall characters for the future. The very the base of which will be located
materials
as
Town
Council
may
designate.
meadow land. There is a stream of w ater
he was born and had always lived and Esther Thomas, of Norristown, bring every work into judgment, fact Mr. Bartman commands that re his last earthly resting place.
The time, place and manneh of holding running through every field, except one,
in Warwick township,' Chester bass solo, B. F. Evans of Norris- with every secret thing, whether it spect is sufficient evidence that he
said election is as hereinbefore set forth in making it a most valuable farm lo r dairy
No
modest
tombstone
will
be
his,
, —Condemnation, easily uttered, is county. He was a miller by trade,
the above stated copy of the ordinance purposes. I t is located three miles from
be good, or whether it be evil.” is interested in his work, to teach,
not always an expression of duty. and followed that occupation, with tow; Address, Miss Whitechurch; The discourse admirably befitted to educate, to elevate, and it is so, for,' when completed, it will stand causing said election to be held. <§
Centre Point Creamery (one of -the best),
piano duet, Misses Gotwals and the occasion. It was full of thought, scholars cannot help but learn and eighty-five feet high, and will be By order of Town Council of Borough three miles from Collegeville, and seven
county, Pa.
mites from Norristown. W ater Street
Thomas; bass solo, Elias Gotwals, tenderness and pathos, and made a make advancement in their studies. cut from the finest Barrie granite. of Trappe, Montgomery
. —How frequently is it the evi farming, all his life.
H. H. STEARLY,
School House is on one corner of the
of Norristown; collection. Miss profound impression upon the multi He has a large school; scholars of
dence of a desire pn the part of the
Pres’t of Town Council of said Borough. place. There are iruit trees of almost
At
the
base
it
will
be
twenty-four
Whitechurch is an interesting tude of assembled listeners, and oc higher grades and those of the prim
T h e L a d ie s ’ A id .
individual to measure the failings
E. G. B r o w n b a c k ,
every variety on the premises, and the
Clerk of said Town Council.
and her address proved to
fences are in good condition. The im
of other individuals!
many comments of ap ary department; and it is a point to feet square, while across the top it
The forthcoming monthly meeting speaker
provements consist of a large
be both interesting and instructive. casioned
do each and every one justice, even will be two and a half feet.
proval.
The
following
pall-bearers
of the Ladies’ Aid Society of Trinity She
stone house with 4 rooms on first
spoke
of
the
good
which
the
Speaking
of
his
project,
Mr.
Mcto
the
highest
and
lowest
pupil
in
floor, 5 rooms on second floor,
carried
the
casket
to.
the
cemetery
pR IV A T E SALE OF
Church this borough, will be held Temperance Unions are doing in
—Election day
attic ; large two-story spring
next Monday evening, November London as well as in the United adjoining the church, where it was his school. William Bartman, who Cuteheon says: “ The money that
house, w ith a neverfailing spring of water;
taught
school
here
before,
is
weigh
deposited
by
the
side
of
the
graves
5th,
at
the
residence
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
two-story wash house ; stone barn, with
goes into this shaft was earned by
•—Next Tuesday.
She is much interested in of the wife and child of the now de master in the Phoenix Iron Co.
REAL ESTATE !
Frank H. Gristock. After the States.public
two large grain houses attached; frame
schools and advised ceased husband and father : Thomas
myself. I have no particular friends
stable w ith mow overhead; straw house,
'—Every voter should g o ' to the business transactions are concluded, our
A
Farm
of
72
acres
of
productive
land—
to advocate the temperance Wilson, Wm, Ogden, Andrew
Right where the Port Providence to whom I wish to give it, and
under and a trough with
polls and vote his opinions and con doubtless a good literary and musi teachers
meadow and woodland—w ith modern with stabling
water; large, double wagon
to pupils while in their youth. Pleiger, Horace Koons, Jesse Cas- school house stands was once a thought best to put it in a monu some
and substantial improvements, in good re- running
cal program will be presented. Let cause
victions.
house,
with
corncrib
attached, grain mow
meeting was well attended,, sel, Clayton Hunsicker.
tavern, the Lumberville Inn of ment, so that the people who get it ¿ g J . pair, in Limerick township on above; pig sty and chicken
house, with
there be a good attendance of all The
é
f
f
f
l
l
road
leading
from
Schwenksville
seventy-five
persons
being
present.
1834, the Port Providence Hotel in will have to earn it as I did. The
—Foot-ball on Ursinus grounds parties interested.
corn and feed bins on second floor; and all
•
■
■
■
Mk
to
Limerick
Square;
midway
beAfter the program refreshments,
1864, and the Port Providence Pub quarry laborers, the stonecutters 1LL&LËS tween said places. Variety of ex necessary outbuildings, The farm now
next Saturday at 3 p. m. Ursinus
a large dairy which will be fed on the
including ice cream and cake, were
lic School in 1894. Strange to an and the railroads will all get their cellent fruit trees; ample w ater supply. has
vs. Franklin and Marshall. Don’t
FROM OAKS.
place until about the middle of March.
served
to
all
and
much
sociability
'W
a
y
la
id
a
n
d
R
ib
b
e
d
.
Will
be
sold
on
reasonable
terms.
For
old
stager
like
myself,
to
sit
where
miss it.
This desirable and highly productive farm
The house located at Port Provi once illiteracy, degeneracy, demoral share.”
further partinulars call a t the premises, will positively be sold on the day of sate
Warren Crater, a young man who prevailed.
or address the owner,
—Vinnie, daughter of Sampson
dence, and belonging to the .Charles ization, held its own, and now per
to the highest bidder. Persons from a
JACOB MOSER,
distance who may come by train and wish
Agerson, of Areola, recently suf lives in Trappe, just beyond the
Smith,
Sr.,
estate,
was
sold
last
S
h
e
e
z
e
-W
o
o
d
.
mitted
to
hear
words
of
wisdom,
of
25oc.
Schwenksville
P.
O.,
Pa.
W E D D IN G B E L L S .
to see the place before the day of sate will
fered a paralytic stroke. Her con borough line of Collegeville, and
week to Paul Webb, presumably for knowledge, to see, hear the click of
be taken to the farm by calling on M. O.
Among its many peculiarities,
who is employed in the foundry of
October 10, 1900, by Rev. J. T. his father, he being the highest bid crayon on the black wall, with the
dition is critical.
Roberts a t Collegeville, P a .. Sate a t 1.30
the Roberts Machine Company of Myers, of Oaks,. Mr. George A. Al der, for one hundred and twentySouth Africa includes the “sneeze- pR IV A T E SALE OF
o’clock. Conditions: Ten per cent, of the
flash
of
thought,
written
as
correct
—Rev. S. L. Messinger, of Trappe, this borough, was held up on his bright and Miss M. Ella Yocum, nine dollars. This house was onè solution of a problem, given which wood” tree, which takes its name
purchase money to he paid down, the bal
ance on or before the first day of April,
addressed the Nopristown Y. M. C. way home Monday morning at two both of Montgomery county, were of three converted into dwelling
from
the
fact
that
one
cannot
cut
it
1901, when possession will be given. Oneassisted
to
develop
our
minds.
REAL
ESTATE
A.,, In its hall, last Sunday after o’clock by two masked men, who united in matrimony.
half of the amount can remain in the place
houses from the old store stand Different from the solution which with a saw without sneezing, as the
compelled
him
to
hand
over
to
them
noon.
A FARM of 46 Acres in Upper Provi on private terms, if desired by the pur
October 27, 1900, at St Luke’s built by John Robinson and occu was handed over the bar, when the fine dust has exactly the effect of dence township, Montgomery county, near chaser.
HANNAH ROBERTS,
$11 and some small change. The
—Fresh cows brought fair prices hold-up occurred near D r. Hamer’s Reformed Church parsonage, by pied by Amos Detwiler, as a stove, old tavern stood there. We have snuff. Even in planing the wood Black Rock Bridge, on the road leading L. H. Ingram, auct.
Executrix.
back
in
1859
and
’60,
when
Robin
to
Phoenixville
and
Royersford,
formerly
been
permitted
to
see
thp
result
of
atG ress’ sale at the Lamb hotel, pond.
Rev. S. L. Messinger, Mr Jesse I.
Nicholas Vanderslice property. There
Freeman and Miss F. Tyson, both son owned the hotel property at some of the solutions of those days, will sometimes cause sneezing. No the
Trappe, last Friday.
on is a stone house w ith eight
p U B L IU SALE OF
of Grater’s Ford, were joined in Port Providence. Jacob Voorhees, and we must say that out of the insect, worm, or barnacle will touch rooms, a large dry cellar; barn'
—Some statistician looking after
of Audubon, was auctioneer.
F e ll In to A W e ll.
ashes of that which degrades, de it. It is very bitter to the taste, and outbuildings in good repair.
wedlock.
queer facts . discovered that the
200 fruit trees, mostly in
Adam Redifer and son John, who bauches, came the greatest good. and its specific gravity is heavier Over
Taylor, aged 60 years,
REAL ESTATE!
bearing condition. This is a desirable
average woman carries forty to six of Elizabeth
Many
a
bad
man
has
become
a
very
resided
for
some
time
at
Port
Provi
Norristown,
fell
into
a
well
thirty
property.
F or further information apply ONE OF THE BEST DAIRY FARMS IN
U R S IN U S C O L L E G E N O T E S .
than
water.
The
color
is
lightty miles of hair on her head.
on the premises, or to the owner,
have taken up their resi good man, and many bad men have
feet deep, Monday evening, and it
The foot ball game between Ur dence,
brown, the grain very close and
J. H. YOUNG, Spring City, Pa.
become very bad ones.
dence
at
the
A
rtists’
Eyrie,
at
the
MONTGOMERY COUNTY!
nearly an hour before she was sinus
—Mrs. A. Crawford and daughter, was
Second team and Perkiomen cross roads,' near Crawford Cream
Clothing Store.
lloct.
hard.
It
is
a
nice-looking
wood,
missed.
When
the
search
for
the
I. R. Weikel has finished husking and takes a good polish. For dock
of Audubon, were in town, Monday. woman began Miss Catharine Ro- Seminary turned out to be a close ery, and George Halteman, who re
Will be sold a t public sate, on THURS-.
corn and has his cornfodder stored work, piers, or jetties it is a useful pR IV A T E SALE OF
DAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1900, by the un
one. The result was in Ursinus’
dersigned, on the premises, a Farm pf. 92
.—Remember the concert in Bom gan, who recalled having opened favor. Score 6-5. During the sided here at Oaks, has moved in away for winter.
timber,
lasting
a
long
while
under
where
Redifer
moved
out.
Will
re?
acres and 128 perches in Upper Providence
berger Memorial Hall next Thurs the trap door, went to the well and game Smith had his collar bone
township, Montgomery county, Pa., ad
water.—The
Bulling
News.
main
only
until
a
house
is
fitted
up
heard
faint
cries
coming
from
the
Mr.
Barlow
has
his
corn
and
fod
day evening, November 8.
REAL ESTATE!
joining the borough line of CollegeviUe,
bottom. A rope was lowered and fractured.
for him.
der secured for the winter storms,
and fronting on a public road leading from Ursinus first team met Rutgers
Will he sold a t private saler a farm of said borough to Phcehixville, and extend
—The sessions of the Montgomery Miss Taylor tied the end about her
A n n u a l P ro d u c tio n o f R u b b e r.
McClellan Mock, section foreman but has not taken in all his pump
23
Acres
in
Lower
Providence
township,
ing to low w ater mark of the Perkiomen
at
New
Brunswick
the
same
day.
County Teachers’ Institute are body, after which she was drawn
of that section of the Pennsy R. R. kins, and they lay as thick as peas
It has been estimated that the on a public road leading from Providence river, with twenty-eight acres of the best
being held in the Opera House, to the surface. She is suffering Lentz was unable to go along with between Parkerford and Pottstown, in a pod in the lot by the spring
Square to B aptist church. Thd improve- meadow-pasturage land in the Perkiomen
approximate total production of /... -j k ments comprise a stone house 34 Valley. All the land is naturally fertile,
the team on aócount of a bruised was awarded the premium, twenty- house, on the Garden Spot Farm.
Norristown, this week. The attend severely from the shock.
i .iflU by 20ft., w ith 7 rooms; outkitchen very productive,, easily farmed, and is in a
thigh, and Roth was injured in the dollar gold-piece, for best surface
rubber annually is 57,500 tons. Of i■.ill|H
ance is large.
L attached; porch whole length of high sta te of cultivation. Every acre will
first half, so that all things con and line track on the road. It is
>l
i
lllBahrn)sft- Stone bam 30x36 ft., produce large yields of grain and grass.
this
amount,
21,000
tons
are
taken
D ire c to rs o f th e P o or a t th e
W a te r m e lo n D a y a t R o c k y Ford.
—Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Ellis, of
sidered, the score of 17-0 in Rutgers’ presumed some day the foreman of
with
stabling
for 4 horses and 6 cows; 545 bushels of wheat were harvested from
by the United States and Canada;
A lm s h o u s e .
Oaks, were in town Monday after
favor, is nothing to be ashamed of. this section of the road will be
shed and wagon house attached. 15 acres the past season. The improve
The little town of Rocky Ford, in 21.000 by the United Kingdom; and straw
The land is fertile and well watered, in ments, all substantial, conveniently arnoon.
.■.
The Directors of the Poor held
The climax of the* football season lucky enough to have a twenty-dol- the Arkansas Valley, Col., held its
addition to several springs there is a
ranged, and in good repair, are as
15.500
by
the
rest
of
Europe.
The
their
regular
monthly
meeting
annual
festival,
Watermelon
Day,
stream of w ater running through the
will
be
reached
on
Saturday
when
follows: Large stone house with
lar
gold
piece
drop
in
his
hat,
if
it’s
—William May, Ferron Williams
place.
Excellent
orchard
and
ample
4 rooms and large hall on first
Amazon
district
produces
25,000
and James O’Molly, three runaway Thursday, at the Almshouse, and Franklin and Marshall will line up a Derby. Ought to have a premium recently. In a delightfully shady
of fruit. For further particulars
floor, 5 rooms and hall on second
for the fine appearance of his sec grove, about 19,000 watermelons tons and East and West Africa variety
Philadelphia boys, were captured transacted routine business. Or on Ursinus Field.
call on or address
floor; 3 attic rooms, two of which are
ders
for
the
payment
of
bills
amount
were
stacked
in
a
pile,
130
feet
long,
JOHN
S.
SMITH,
Eagleville,
Pa.
tion,
anyway.
24.000
tons;
parts
of
South
America
ceiled. Large outkitchen, one room on
in Phoenixville and sent home.
W. Kochenderfer found a sum
ing to $2258.71 were granted. The of H.
first floor, 3 rooms on second floor, bake
20 feet wide, and 5} feet high, sur other than the Amazon district, lloct.
money
between
Trappe
and
the
To
feed
ginger
to
a
horse
to
make
oven
and
smoke-house attached; cave.
—The crop of winter apples in report of the almshouse for the Montgomery County Almshouse on him go, make him spirited, may rounded by a margin of canta 3.500 tons.
Large stone bam with two threshing
Chester, Berks and Montgomery month of October was as follows: Sunday which he will be glad to have the desired effect ; but why loupes—all for free distribution.
floors and stabling for 34 cows and 8
the gigantic structure was
horses. Large wagon and machine house
counties is the smallest for many Cash receips, $333.98; expenses, turn over to the owner.
Chas. L. Pettis & Co.,
not feed the horse on ginger snaps Around
Ua.de
Young
Again.
attached; another machine house with
$125.29;
deaths,
1;
discharged,
7;
built
a
table
three
feet
high
by
years.
to
give
him
snap
?
How
about
a
cistern under which supplies w ater in the
Don’t forget the Concert in
three
feet
in
width,
upon
which
the
admitted since last report, 6 males,
“
One
of
Dr.
King’s
New
Life
Pills
each
Cash
Buyers
of
all
Kinds
Country
Produce
barnyard; windpump; large straw shed;
—Nearly 16,000 tons of potato 1 female; number of inmates at Bomberger Memorial Hall on Thurs balky horse ?
melons selected w^re laid by one of night for two weeks has put mein my ‘teens’
cow shed with stabling for 28 cows, car
starch are turned out annually in present, 178; tramps asisted, 6. day evening November 8.
Captain Abe Brower, of the Key the attendants, who, with a stroke again,” writes D. H. Turner of Dempsey- DRESSED POULTRY, GAME, FURS,
riage house, 2 large comcribs, pig stable,
Pa. They’re the best in the world for
chicken house, wood shed, ice house, and
EGGS AND BUTTER.
this country. The 'potatoes used
Democratic and Republican clubs stone House, Greenlane, was in of his large knife, served each in town,
Liver,
Stomach
and
Bowels.
Purely
vege
all necessary outbuildings. Two wells qf
for starch are the small and in
town on Monday'last, and purchased twainv Though many thousands table. Never gripe. Only 25c. at Culbert’s
were
organized
on
Monday.
A
large
good and neverfailing water—one a t the
C r e s c e n t L ite ra ry S o c ie ty .
2
0
4
Duane
S
t.,
N
ew
York.
jured ones of the crop. Sixty
number of the students will go to the new city hall building, used at ate at the table, others preferred drug store.
house, the other a t the barn. There is an
bushels of them yield a barrel of
abundance of fruit trees and vine? of many
the present time as a restaurant by their melons picnic fashion, while
Next meeting on Saturday eve their homes on Monday to vote.
Write
for
our
present
paying
prices.
kinds in prime of bearing on the place.
starch.
A. R. Sloan. The building will be sitting on the green sward. About
ning November 3, 1900. Program:
At a regular meeting of the moved
This property, with every acre of it fer
over on the Shull property, 900 carloads of cantaloupes and
Ashenfelter, Os camera club on Monday evening
REFERENCES :
tile, productive, and easily tillable, with
—The season for rabbits opens Recitations—Amy
Hunsicker, Lizzie Detwiler, Mrs. Gummere, Prof. Dechant and now owned by Capt. Brower.
watermelons are annually shipped
D'ANIELS & CO., Bankers, 6 Wall 8t., N. Y. its ample, modern, substantial and con
to-day, November 1st. It is claimed car
venient
improvements all in good repair,
John Ashenfelter. Readings—Abe George Spangler were named by
All Commercial Agencies, Express Co.’s,
Joseph Dettra will relinquish from this point, many of the former
that the cotton tails are unusually Reiner,
w ith its large, rich-soiled meadow, is one
Dealers in Produce in U. 8. and Canada,
going
to
St.
Louis,
Chicago,
Wash
Stella
Bechtel,
Katharine
of the best, if not the best, farms in the
president Halteman as a committe farming and take up his residence
plentiful this year.
Established Trade of over 20 years.
Raudenbush, Annie Detwiler. In to make arrangements for the lant at Collegeville.
ington, D. C., and New York.
Perkiomen Valley. Its location is admir
able, in an excellent neighborhood pos
strumental solo—Hannah M. Ashen ern slide exhibition which the club
sessing all modem conveniences, with
Love
feast
and
the
celebration
of
felter.
Vocal
solos—
-Esther
Got
-VTOTICE
TO
GUNNERS.
proposes giving early next term. the Lord’s Supper will take place at
trolley road and steam railroad, schools,
Deafness Cannot be Cured
If your stomach is weak it should have
wals, E. L. Detwiler. Debate—
_1N|
Notice
is
hereby
given
th
a
t
all
gun
—AT—
churches, college, business places within a
ners and sportsmen in quest of game are mite. I t is a model, high-grade farm in
Green Tree next Saturday evening, help. Hood’s Sarsaparilla gives strength to
By local applications, as they cannot reach Resolved that Our Gold Mines have
forbidden to trespass upon the premises of every particular and no man who under
the stomach and cures dyspepsia and indi
beginning at five o’clock.
the diseased portion of the ear. There is been more beneficial to our Country
the undersigned, and th a t offenders will stands the business of farming can make a*
Fairview Village and
gestion.
-only one way to cure Deafness, and that is than our Coal Mines. Affirmative
be dealt with according to law :
A large delegation of our people
mistake in buying it and making it his
Wm. Prizer,
CollegeviUe.
Vicinity.
-hy constitututional remedies. Deafness is chief Katharine Gormley, Aff. assist
home, his pleasant dwelling place. Any
attended the Republican meeting at
Henry
K.
Boyer,
Skippack
and'
Lower
one desiring to view the premises prior to
ant,
Hannah
Ashenfelter,
Negative
•caused by an inflamed condition of the
Phoenixville,
on
Saturday
night,
Providence.
p lV E R V AND
Eli Landis of near Centre Point
the day of sate will please call on the
■mucous lining of . the Eustachian Tube. chief, Henry D. Allebach, Neg.
John
Poley,
Upper
Providence.
and
Oaks
and
Perkiomen
were
well
owder residing thereon. Sate a t 2 o’clock.
Ursinus
vs.
Franklin
and
met with a sad faiisfortune on
D.
H.
Casselberry,
Lower
Providence,
When this tube gets inflamed you have a assistant, Stella Bechtel.
Conditions
on day of sate by
Saturday last. While ascending the represented at the masquerade
Skippack
and
Upper
Providence.
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
BOARDING STABLES
WILLIAM K. CASSEL.
Samuel Sperry,
Lower Providence.
Marshall.
stairway in his barn he fell and in party given by Frank Shearer, at
when it is entirely closed Deafness Is the re
M. A. Fry,
Lower Providence.
Six Frightful Failures.
jured his spine, and is now totally the Wetherill mansion, on the same A t Perkiomen Bridge Hotel and a t the
J.
G.
Fetterolf,
auctioneer.
Davis Raudenbush, Upper Providence. J. M. Zimmerman,
sult, aDd unless the inflammation can be
evening. The costumes were most
Ino,
clerk.
Railroad Hotel, Collegeville, Pa.
paralyzed.
J.
K.
Harley,
Trappe.
taken out and this tube restored to the nor JSlr terrible failures of six different doctors
elaborate,
and
that
of
Andrew
HigIrwin
Weikel,
Trappe,
Pa.
nearly sent Wm. H. Mullen of Lockland, O.,
Diphtheria is prevalent in Wor
mal condition, hearing will be destroyed to
Henry Zimmerman, Collegeville.
TEAMS TO H IBB
an early grave. All said he had a fatal
o r sale.
Jacob Weidenbach, Upper Providence.
forever ; nine cases out of (fen are caused by lung trouble and that he must soon die. cester. Metz’s school is closed in
A lot of second-hand shutters, blinds,
At all hours. Passengers conveyed in hack
J. R. Wanner, Lower Providence.
Editor Sees Wonders.
catarrh, which Is nothing but an inflamed But be was urged to try Dr. King’s New consequence. Four children of A.
and sash, complete. Apply to
or carriage to any destination desired.
M. Y. Weber, Lower Frovidence.
M.
Rader
were
bedfast
with
it
at
Discovery
for
Consumption.
After
taking
F. W. WALTERS, Trappe, Pa.
condition of the mucous surfaces. We will
Editor W. V. Barry of Lexington, Tenn.
l i e bottles he was entirely cured. It is
A T 3 r>. M .
HORSE CLIPPING every weekday.
give One Hundred dollars for any case of positively guaranteed to cure all diseases of the same time, but they are report In exploring Mammoth Cave, contracted i
severe case of Piles. His quick cure through
IOR RENT.
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that can Throat, Chest and Lungs, including coughs, ed much better.
UST Carriages, harness, blankets, etc.,
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve convinced him
ANTED.
A part of one of the Bringhurst houses
for sale a t reasonable prices.
Herbert Trucksess of Philadelphia itusing
not be cured by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure. colds, la grippe, pneumonia, bronchitis,
Two good carpenters immediately.
is
another
world’s
wonder,
cures
Piles
in Collegeville. Apply to
Send for circulars, tree. F. J. CHENEY asthma, hay fever, croup, whooping cough. visited his father, A. J. Trucksess, Injuries, Inflammation, and all Bodily Erup
Applv
to F. W. WALTERS, Trappe, Pa.
12ap.
F. M, HOBSON, Trustee.
Admission,
:
:
:
35
Cents.
50e. and $1.00.» Trial battles free at J. W.
HENRY
YO
ST,
JR.
& CO., Toledo, O.
tions. Only 25c. at Culbert’s drug store.
on Sunday last.
Colbert's drug store.
Hall’s Family Fills are the best.
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H ea d a chliver
e is
In orten warning that

a
the
; tol-pid or inactive. More serious
i troubles may follow. For a prompt,
efficient cure of Headache and all

liver troubles, take

Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke
IN EFFECT MAY 20, 1900.

Trains Leave Collegeville.
F o r P e r k io m e n J u n c t io n , B r id g e p o r t
a n d P h il a d e l p h ia —Week days—6.26, 8.12

11.30 a. m ; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39
it. m.; 6.13 p m.
F o r A l l e n t o w n —Week days—7.14, 10.08
a. m.; 3.17, 6.36, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a
ra.; 7.39 p. m.

Trains For Collegeville.
L ea v e P h il a d e l p h ia —Week days—6.06,
8.5.8 a. m.; 1.36, 5 21, p. m. Suudays—7.06
a. in.; 6.21 p. m.
L eave B r id g e p o r t —Week days — 6.43
9.36 a. m.; 2.19, 5 59, p. m. Sundays—7.45
а. in.; 6.59 p. m.
L ea v e P e r k io m e n J u n c t io n —Week days
—7 00, 9.51 a. m.; 2.55, 6 20, p m. Sun
days—8.13 *». in.; 7 22 p m.
L ea v e A l l e n t o w n — Week days—4.25,
б. 55, 9.45 a. m ; 4.35 p. m. Sunday- 4.35
a. m.; 4.35 p. m.

ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
15, 1900.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
Weekdays—Express 9.00 a. m., 2.00, 4.00
5.00, 7.15 p m. Accommodation 8.00 a. m
5.80 p. m. Sundays—Express 9 00, 10.00
a. m. Accommodation 8 00 a. m , 5 00 p.m
Leave Atlantic City Depot—Weekdays—
Express 7.35, 9 00,10.15 a. m., 2.50, 5.30, p
m. Accommodation 8.05 a. m., 4 05 p. m
Sundays—Express 4.80, 7.30 p. m. Accom
modation 7.15 a. m., 4.05 p. m.
Parlor cars on all express trains.
For Cape May—Weekdays—9.15 a. in,, 4.15,
p. m. Sundays—9 15 p. m.
For Ocean City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m.,
4 15 p. m. Sunduyg—9.15 a. m.
For Sea Isle City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m.,
5.00 p. m.
New York and Atlautic City Express,
leaves New York (Liberty Street) 3.40 p. m.
and Atlantic City, 8 30 a. m. Detailed time
tables at ticket offices.

A Story- o f W h is tle r .

T h e G o ld B rielc S w in d le .

G reat Slaughter in Prices !—Foi
the next 30 days I will reduce Gaud-made
Harness to’Factory Prices. Any one order
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else in
proportion. Blankete, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc.
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
trade a specialty.

W . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

W hen in N orristow n, Pa.,
STOP AT THE

: 1 0 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

BISULPHIDE

S t CARBON.

'i> -----

Carbon bisulphide is a liquid that va
porizes very rapidly when exposed to
the air. The vapor or fumes are explo
sive and very deadly to all animals, in
cluding man. Most plants are not in
jured when subjected to the fumes, but
if the liquid comes in contact with any
part of plants it often kills that portion
quickly. Hence it is usually safe to al
low only the fumes to come in contact
with the plant. Yet one of the most
successful methods of killing borers in
the trunk or large limbs of trees is to
inject a small quantity of the liquid in
to the burrow or tunnel of the borer
and plug the opening with putty or
hard soap. The liquid applied In this
way does not seem seriously to injure
the plant. The substance is used most
ly for fumigating stored grain, and
peas or beans infested with weevils
and other insects and many wood
chucks have succumbed to its deadly
fumes. In France large quantities of
the liquid have been injected into the
soil in vineyards to check the ravages
of the phylloxera plant louse. Six
years ago we devised a practicable

M A IN S T ., C O L L E G E V I L L E , P A .

3 T H E ART OF M A N E
never designed anything more pretty for
female wear than the new universal Rainy
day Skirt. They are natty, stylish, comfort
able and dressy.
Have them here for Women, Misses and
Girls in all the modish tints of color.
A special showing in Cloths for Rainy Day
Skirts, double faced or single, in mixtures,
checks, plaids and solid colors. One great
advantage in buying these cloths h ere: You
may have them sponged free of charge.
F A L L

I L A -S I E iX O lS r S

I3ST

Stoles :: and :: Collarettes
Are in the coat room, prices ranging from
$2.50 to $11.25. Make your selection now
we w ill keep it until needed, by a small pay
ment.
To get a Real Good $1 Kid Glove
Buy a pair here for 79 cents.
Two clasps, nice colors, daintily stitched on
back; wear and beauty their chief claims to
your patronage.

“The gold brick swindle,” said a
business man quoted in the New Or
leans Times-Democrat, “is one of the
most plausible propositions ever ad
vanced and has landed some of the
cleverest business men in the country.
A number of years ago it used to be a
common thing for banks in the west to
buy gold bricks—I mean real ones—
and frequently there were the best of
reasons for keeping the transaction
quiet
“It often happened that the owner of
some partly developed mine would
make an unexpected strike and wish
to buy the adjacent property. Natu
rally he would want to hold back the
news of his discovery until he secured
the lan^and if he had any bullion to
dispose of would make the sale as SO and 82 Main fit.
quietly as possible. The banks be 213 and 215 DeKalb St.
came accustomed to deals of that kind
and were consequently pretty easy
prey for the gold brick swindler who
turned up with a precisely similar sto
ry.
‘I don’t believe I exaggerate when I
say that fully one-third of all the bank
ing houses in the western mineral belt
were at some time victimized by this
game.”

I. H. B R EK D LIN G ER S

Estate

NORRISTOWN. FA.

UP-TO DATE STYLES AND THOUSAND TO
SELECT FROM !
We are Manufacturers and Wholesalers.

A D o g l s l i t In C h u rch .

The Westminster Budget says that it
SOFT HATS, 50c. to $2.50.
was once'usual for highland shepherds
STIFF HATS, $1.00 to $2.50.
to take their dogs to church and. leave
them outside the pews. Two shep
BOYS HATS and CAPS, 25c. and 50c
herds at enmity sat on opposite sides
of the aisle one Sunday. Soon after
T R A C E Y , th e H a tte r,
(Opposite Court House).
the sermon began the dogs, one a collie
38 Main St., Norristown.
and the other not, seemed to enter Inta 263 High St., Pottstown.
-----oOo----their masters’ quarrel. One tender of
First-class Accommodations for Man the flock and then the other egged on
his animal, and each faithful dog obey
and Beast.
ed his master. The people at last cran
ed their necks over the pews, and when
Stabling for 100 horses. Bates reasonable. the dogs actually fought not a few of
Main and DeKalb Sts., Morristown, Pa.
the congregation were standing up.
Both English and German spoken.
The minister’s patience was ultimate
ly exhausted, and so he called to his
W. LOCH, P res’t. F. G. HOBSON, T reasurer and Trust. Officer
hearers" and said, “Ah, weel, my
P. K. Cable, Proprietor. britherin, I see ye ar^ more interested
PAYS 3 PE R CENT. Interest!*on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PE R CENT. Interest on Active
in the dogfight than in my sermon, and
Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent and in
so I’ll close the buike—and I’ll bet half Accounts.
all trust capacities. Becomes S urety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles toReal
a crown on the collie 1”
Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults

RAMB0 HOUSE,

Send for book with full explanations.

-AND-

CARRIAGE PAINTING
-AT THE-

Ciieville Cam® fo rk
Good materials and good" workmanship.
Special efforts to give all patrons of either
department satisfaction. THE BEST

RUBBER TIRES
IN THE MARKET, and only the best, put
on wheels at reasonabl s prices. Inferior
rubber tires are dear at any price ; get the
best and full value and ample satisfaction
for money expended.
A

W. J. OGDEN.

A V ery Im portant M atter

G en etn a th e A c to r .

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Some English investigator has dis
covered that actors have a patron saint
who was an actor In the days of Dio Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect.
cletian and won his place by proclaim We will be glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
ing before a heathen audience his be
Respectfully,
lief in Christianity. He was put to'
F. J. CLAMER.
death and for many years afterward
was considered by Christian actors as EMIL K LAUSFELDER, Manager.
their patron saint. His name was
Genetus.

— Y ou C a n Do a s EE—
—= Y ou = —

The chief officer of a Yorkshire yeo
Well and decidedly better than
manry regiment while congratulating
JOHN S. KEPLER,
one of the troops on its appearance
made a stirring allusion to the medals
worn by some army veterans in the Can anywhere else by placing your orders with us. We de fy competiranks. One of the men, a native of
tion and our work will
Wharfedale, afterward went home in a
T R A P P E , PA.
very thoughtful frame of mind, and
next morning he came on parade with
several medals on his breast
you. Try us.
Said the officer, “I didn’t know you
Cemetery
work
in
all
its
branches.
No contract too large or too
had been in the regulars.”
small for us. All work guaranteed as represented. Finest stock and
“No; I ain’t,” said the man.
“Well, how about the medals, then, designs to select from.
my good fellow ? They can’t be yours.”
T
SI A v r f Y R P roprietor o f MABBLE WOBK8,
• J u . U A I .L j y A l v ,
c o l l e g e v il l e , p a .
The man promptly answered: “Can’t
they? Aye, but they be. My old coo
won ’em all at Otley show.”—Upper
%My past experience at the business hav Wharfedale.

Undertaker *■ Embalmer

Will meet trains at a'.l Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9-5
o r r is t o w n h e r a l d b o o k

N BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling,
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bound and and
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.

Not A v a ila b le .

Enterprise - Marble - W orks.

Monuments, Tom bstones,0F ITABLENoRRGRANiTEtN MAR‘

MBranch
UNNOffice,
&Co.3
8,Broa<1^ ’NewYork
625 F St., Washington, D. C.
T R U S T
—AND—

Safe Deposit Co,
—OF—

Choice Bread

NORRISTOWN, PA.
Directly epp. the Post Office and
One Square from the Court House

AND

The Trust Accounts in the Al
bertson T rust anil Nafe Deposit
Company have grown threefold
in the la st three years. This Com
pany carefully and judiciously
IN VARIETY.
invests all T rust Funds in first
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection mortgages on Montgomery County
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water Beal Estate.
Investm ents so
Ices. Special attention given to supplying made are entirely separate from
Weddings and Parties.
the Com pany Fnnds, and each
mortgage is properly ear-m arked
JOHN H. CU STER,
with the Estate to which it be
22ju.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. longs. Charges m oderate. At
tention prom pt.

Cakes

WILLIAM F. NOLLY,
SAMUEL E. NYCE,
V ic e P r e s id e n t

«c®*Furniture

USING BISULPHIDE OF ‘CARBON.

DEALERS IN

method for applying the liquid to kill
such pests as the cabbage root maggot,
and our experiments indicated that it
was one'of the best methods of fight
ing this serious dhbbage pest, says M.
V. Sllngerland in Rural New Yorker.
Recently fruit trees have been treat
ed with the liquid for the woolly aphis
and the peach tree borer. We were un
successful in our experiments against
the peach tree borer, and large quanti
ties of the liquid were used in Califor
nia in peach orchards with the result
that many borers are said to have been
killed, and some also killed hundreds
of their trees. In Missouri apple trees
were treated for the woolly aphis with
successful results when the liquid was
properly applied. It was found that
when the liquid was injected into the
soil near the trunk or base of the tree
it usually killed the tree, but when in
jected away from the tree a foqt or
two, taking-care not to strike a main
or large root, that no injury resulted to
the trees.
Thus experiments show that if the
substance is injected into the soil so
that none of the liquid touches the
roots the fumes may penetrate all
through and around the roots and kill
all animal life in the soil without injur
ing the roots. In the case of small
plants like cabbages, strawberries and
the like one should inject the liquid
in the manner shown in the figure, be
ginning several Inches away from the
base of the plant, making a slanting
hole extending underneath the root
system of the plant and arrange (with
the injector or by means of a tin tube
or funnel inserted in the hole) to apply
the liquid at the bottom of the hole.

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

M o v a b le F o d d e r R a c k .

A very good fodder rack for cattle is
made either of poles or of lumber. A
plank will answer for the bottom of
the rock proper, and the boards should
be far enough apart to let the cattle
get the fodder freely from the rack.

Fresh From the Factories, now
on Exhibition at the

C O L L E G E V IL L E

LUM BER,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.

Furniture Warerooms!

C O PIES

S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CHESTNUT
RAILS.

We are now prepared to offer
onr customers goods a t prices
never before heard of.

OF

L e h i g h a n d Schuylkill

The Independent
FOR

-

-

COAL.
-oOo-

F L O U R ,

I f you are not a subscriber,

Com , « Bran* « Middlings*

join

O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L ,

the

INDEPENDENT’S

Buffalo Phosphates, and others. Harri
son’s Town and Country Paint,—second to
none in the market. Also Harrison’s Rough
and Ready Paint,—a cheap durable paint
for barn, and fencing.

readers, and don’t postpone do
ing a good thing.
The INDEPENDENT does
not aim to publish a great quan
tity of reading matter of an in

With the Changes of tlie Season

different or trifling character.

Com es th e n eed o f o th e r C l o t h in g ,

Quality, not mere quantity,

And ’tis then the thrifty housewife
Measures out her time and 8 e w i n g ,
Wanton waste with care avoiding.

should be the first consideration

ONE-TH IRD S A V E D

of every well conducted news
paper.

F O R T Y M IN U TE S

The

readers of

INDEPENDENT

on the

“Wheeler &Wilson”

tbe

are its

friends and they are true to thenewspaper

that

has

served

them for 20 years and more.
RACK FOR FODDER.

The outside rack will catch the surplus
and stock will pick that over later on
when the supply runs short In the
rack. It is built on runners so it can
be moved from place to place with a
team. The outside rack should be
made of heavy poles, as the reaching
of the cattle will break ordinary lum
ber.

A lw a y « Hoorn a t t h e T o p .

While living in Kansas Professor H.
E. Van Deman came across a peach
called Crothers, now almost unknown,

Undertaker Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention.

John L. B ech tel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’ P e o n e N o. 18 .

Samuel E. Mowrey,

■

If You
H ave
A nything
To sell and want to sell it, ad
NEW NO. 9 FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.

vertise in the INDEPENDENT

PROOF CONVINCING.

and you will sell it.

More work done,
More time saved,
More money rarned.
ALL IN THE SYSTEM.
This secret of superiority lies in the median-*
leal construction.
B a l l B e a r in o s give ease and speed in run
ning.
The R o ta r y H o o k , which does away with
the use of the vibrating shuttle, pro
duces that even beautiful stitch seen on
“ WHEELER & WILSON” WORK.
Cheapest and Bhst.
t3F" A postal card will bring full infor
mation.

tising pays every time.

Cheerfully Given.

the INDEPENDENT, are sure

Address P. 0. Box 47?, Spring City, Pa.

to attract bidders and buyers.

-^COLLEGEVILLE*m

Carriap-:-Works!

ill

Get Your

R. H. GRATER, Prop r.

Posters
Or whatever Job Printing you
may need from time to time, at
the

INDEPENDENT

Oflice.

\Jfe will try to serve you well
and give full value for value

G °°
Safe. Always reliable. Ladles, ask Druggist for
CHICHESTER'S ENULIKII in Red and
Qold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
Take no other. Refuse dangerous substi
tutions and imitations. Buy of your Druggist*
or send 4c. in stamps for Particu lars, Testi
monials and “ R elief for Ladies,” in letter,
by retu rn Mail. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by

all Druggists.

C H IC H E S T E R C H E M IC A L C O .

Work Done a t Short NoticeEstimates and Information

Sales of any kind, advertised in

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

PENNYROYAL PULS

IN BUSINESS TEN TEARS.

erty and Live Stock Sales, or

For Sale by G. W. YOST,
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH

| i l l |r ilte r .

Adver

Real Estate, Personal Prop

Wheeler &WiManifanriDi Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Opposite Wanamaker’s.

THE c r o t h e r s p e a c h .

m FURNISHING &

(Successor to Fox & Mowrey,)

m

1312 C H E S T N U T S T R E E T ,

Which he thinks worthy to show its
merits among the best peaches of the
country. Mr. Van Deman found it to
be a seedling growing on the farm of a
Mr. Crothers. He procured buds and
put the peach into his trial orchard.
He says in Rural New Yorker:
I also sent a few to Professor T. V.
Munson of Texas. He has been so
much pleased with the variety that he
mentions it as without an equal of its
color and season combined.
It has also been fruiting at the ex
periment station at South Haven,
Mich., for several years, where it is
much liked. The tree is a very abun-

Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $60, are the best in the
market, and are well worth inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in 8olid
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your
attention, both in quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good 8pring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while stock is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

large and interesting family of

AN D G A K E M EAL.

Stitching that requires a full hour on any
machine can be done in
*
*
*

At the approach of winter extracted
honey will candy or crystallize unless
kept in a temperature above 80 de
grees, and even then with some kinds
of honey it is difficult to prevent it
from candying. This Is regarded by
most beekeepers as a test of its purity.
Honey that has been adulterated with
glucose or other foreign matter as a
rule will not granulate or crystallize
when kept in a moderately cool place.
Honey that has granulated may be re
stored to its liquid form by placing the
bottle or js r in a pan and setting on
the kitchen stove or range. The pan
should be partly filled with water and
heated slowly until the honey is melt
ed. If melted gradually and only heat
ed enough to ‘restore it to its liquid
state, it does not injure or impair the
flavor in the least.—American Garden
ing.

T ru st Of f ic e r .
Secretary.

Collegeville. Pa.,

COAL.

and

CLEMENT J. CBAFT,

(SUCCESSORS TO GRI8TOOK & VÀNDERSLICE.)

H

When at 3 o’clock one morning Mrs.
Newman was convinced that she heard
a burglar in the parlor, she cautiously
H . E . B R A N D T , P rop rietor.
awakened her husband.
(Successor to D. T. Buck waiter.)
“Very well,” said Mr. Newman, with
a drowsy patience born of frequent
similar alarms. “I’ll get my revolver
from the drawer and go down and In
vestigate.”
In the Finest and Latest Designs, a t Low Figures.
“But, William,” said his wife, with a
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING &c
sudden gasping remembrance, “your promptly executed.
’’
pistol isn’t here, dear.. I—I tied it up
JUT All stock on hand, including Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will be sold at
with ribbons for an ornament under a sacrifice to make room for new work.
your father’s sword today !’i—Youth’s
H. E. BRANDT, Companion.
ROYERSFORD, PA.

Scientific A m e ric a n .
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

Established - - 1875.

N e w i a n d N otes.

A tea orchard has been started in
Louisiana, and the promise of good re
sults is encouraging.
Missouri claims the most valuable
quarter acre farm in the world—a gin
seng patch from which the total sales
this year will be close upon $25.000.
The canaigre or tannin plant gives
promise of opening up a new industry
in the Salt river valley of Arizona,
where it has been successfully culti
vated in large quantitiés.
The use of boxes, rather than barrels,
for apples receives considerable com
mendation.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securingpatents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

© S S -T H E ALBERTSON

THE OLD STAND

H, GRiSTOCK’S SONS

P le a se

ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have
served, I feel encouraged to continue my
efforts in the same direction. With a feel
ing of much appreciation for favors received
in the past, I hope to merit the future patron
age of the public.

It is the general experience that cot
tonseed meal produces a hard -butter,
and in some instances a small amount
of this feed is given for that spécifie
purpose. Crude cottonseed oil-has been
found to contain a quantity of so called
vegetable stearin, which is separated
from the cottonseed oil of commerce in
the process of refining. Its fatty acids
have a high melting point, and Its gen
eral composition is not unlike that of
other oils which have been found to
produce hard butter when fed to cows.
Corn oil, on the other hand, contains
practically no stearin, and its fatty
acids, like those of linseed oil, are liq
uid at a temperature considerably be
low freezing point.

Areola, Oaks and Black Rock every Tues
day and Friday.
No pains spared in serving customers with
good qualities of any kind of meat desired
at the right prices. Refrigerator wagon in
service during the summer season.

C a n d ie d H on ey.

H ad It Low ered.

Sir Augustus Harris once settled the
pitch question in his own offhand fash
ion. A famous prima donna of his op
era company came to him complaining
For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING
that the piano used for vocal rehears
als was too high and asking that it
done
and
where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat
might be lowered.
“Certainly,” replied Druriolanus, Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn,
with a bow. “Here, Forsyth, have a
couple of inches sawed off the legs of Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
this piano.”
You will find it at

A L it t l e M is ta k e In M ed als.

C o tto n s e e d M ea l a n d fi n a l i t y o f B a t 
te r .

T rade M a rk s
D e s ig n s
C o p y r ig h t s & c .

P r e s id e n t .

The Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co.-Capital i $250.000

B LA C K SIITH IN G

MEATS,

N ew a n d R e c e n t Uses— H o w t o I n je c t
It A r o u n d T r e e s .

Heating
Apparatus

The Boston Transcript says: “A di
verting anecdote is told of the boyhood
of Mr. Whistler, the greatest modern
impressionist He was apprenticed to
some engineers who were etching elab
orate maps on copper. One day his
employer asked him if he also could
etch maps on copper. ‘Oh, yes. I can
etch,’ promptly answered young Whis
tier.
“As a matter of fact he had never
used an etching needle in his life.
However, they gave him the copper,
and he set to work, making a very fine
and beautiful map. But round the
edges of the plate, which when bitten
in with acid are always stopped out, he
etched some characteristic little sketch
es of the different members of the
firm, including a very humorous one of
the chief himself.
“Shortly after he happened to go
away for.a week or two for his holi
day. Meantime the plate had been
bitten in and printed with aU of the
dreadful little caricatures that he had
forgotten to step out appearing in star
tling prominence, the sketch of the
chief being especially remarkable be
cause of its great resemblance to that
gentleman, who was so enraged at the
indignity of the thing that immediately
on Whistler’s return he dismissed
him.”

5 0 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE

BUTCHER

Geo. F. Clamer,

Philadelphia &
Reading Railway

dant and regular bearer, strong growth t Tf . M. HEN DREN,
and somewhat drooping form. The
fruit is of medium size, nearly round
in shape, not pointed, and has a slight
suture on one side; color, creamy
AND DEALER IN ALL
white, with a bright red cheek, making
a handsome appearance; flesh, creamy
KINDS OF
white, red at pit, very juicy, melting;
flavor, rich, yet mild, vinous and very
pleasant; seed, rather large, roundish
oval, free from flesh; season, the last
of September and early October in
OF YERKEfi, FA.,
southern Michigan. See the figure.
Serves
patrons
in Collegeville, Trappe and
All lovers of a good peach should get
vicinity every Wednesday and Saturday, and
buds or trees and test the Crothers.

USE

C u lb ert’s : D ru g : Store,

RAILROADS.

W. G. BESLER, EDSON J. WEEKS,
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen'l Pass. Agent
R. F. REAVER, Asst Gen. Pass’r Agt.
Reading Terminal, Philadelphia.

A German doctor has been Investi
gating the question of beds, and the re
OF YOUR CORNS AND BUNIONS,
sult of his labors has been lately given
to the world in the pages of a German
journal. In the first place, to convince
mankind of the importance of his sub
ject, the doctor reminds all mankind
that we spend from one-fourth to onethird of our lives in bed, after which
he proceeds to advise the world on the
S O L I D « A .T
healthiest kind of couch and the most
sensible manner of reposing thereon.
A hard bed appears to be the best,
and it is laid down that children from
the earliest years should be trained to
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
sleep on these hard beds. Soft beds
are too warm and do not admit suffi
cient air. Even in the case of the hard
bed the sleeper is warned to see that
his covering, whether woolen or cotton,
is not so heavy that the body is kept
overwarm and fresh air is excluded.
CONTRACTOR FOR
This ventilation, according to our au
thority, is all important. But what
will middle aged people say when the
man of science bids them dispense
with their pillows? Pillows, he de
clares, are evils, and it is right that we
should sleep with limbs uucramped on
a perfectly horizontal plane. Knowing
In Steam, Hot
the weakness of human flesh, however,
the doctor declares that if pillows are
Water, and
retained they should be neither too soft
Hot Air.
nor too thick.
A point on which most people will
Sanitary Plumbing and Gas Fitting in all its
agree wit£ this authority is the neces
sity for constant (the doctor asks for Branches.
Mercer Boilers, Active Fortune Ranges, Cot__
dally) airing and sunning of the bed
ding. Much ill health may be attribut tage Boilers.
ed to carelessness in this matter.—Lon
ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
don Globe.

SURE CORN CURE,

H o o d ^ s P iH s
While they rouse the liver, restore
full, regular action of the bowels,
they do not gripe or pain, do not
irritate or inflame the internal organs,
but have a positive tonic effect. 25c.
at all druggists or by mail of
C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass1
.

IN EFFECT OCTOBER

IF YOU WANT TO BE RELIEVED

B ed s a n d S le e p in g .

received.
-------- oOo---------

The Independent,

2 1 0 0 M a d is o n S q u a r e ,
P H I L A ., PA«
Mention this paper.

Collegeville, Pa*
YSTKKS
Served in ail styles a t

O

T. B aker’s Eating H ouse,

il

N ext Door A bove P ost Office , COLLEGEV IL L E . Families supplied with the best oys
ters in the m arket a t the right prices.

u
m n ia u iiu n i
wWwWWwWwWjtXwWwWwWWWw

Have Mow in Stock : Corning Eleiv
tic Spring Top Buggy, spring back ; two
Second-hand Runabout Wagons, one Second
hand Surrey.
All Kinds o f Carriages
and Business Wagons.
Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt
and careful attention.

PATENTS,
Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and all
Patent Business conducted for M O DERATE
F E E S. Our office is opposite the U. S. Pat
ent Office, We have no sub-agents, all busi
ness direct, hence can transact patent busi
ness in less time and at less cost than those
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de
scription. We advise if patentable or not,
free of charge. Our fee not due till patent
is secured. A book, “ How to Obtain Pat
ents,” with references to actual clients in
your State, county, or town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Oflice, Washington, D. C.

